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acttnent, a municipidr. law- or ordi-
nance Abet "will Stick* itt, the courts,
if it is necessary to resort to law in
the matter. ',The hew, measure per-
tains to the telephofie and tele-
g-aph companies of this city paying
to the public gotiffinnakcittatp4tual ren-
tal of $2 for eveq;pole the private,
corporations maintain' upon the pub-
lic street, and alleYwirt,.for est in
their business. The orginance fo this
end was given first and second-adop-
tion by the councilmen lest evening
and goes to the aldermen Thursday
Eight for similar action.
-Fot some years the city authorities
Padtecah have been trying to col-
lect rental from the telephone and
telegraph companies on every pole
these 'concerne maintained, but for
some reason the officials failed at
their object, the concerns carrying
the patter into the courts ad thwart
irg the purpose of the authorities. ,It
was provided in the general license
ordinance of this city that the corn-
esanies should; pay et per year for
every pole erected, but the city so-
1eit9y informed the cbuncil that the
courts had decided where a company
operated under franchise grants, no
license could be collected through
IT,.e general measure.-- •
'Alderman W. T. Miller icarneU That
the Memphie authorities had adopted
en tie:finance compellint an annual
rental to be paid by the companies
there on their poles, andetthat this or-
elinance had been held as legal and
i•
though lie will shortly recommerid
that an amendment be adopted fixing
the penalty, itill it is not absolutely
necessary for the penalty to be name
ed; as when a company refuses fb
pay, snit can be instituted and the
rental collected through a civil ac-
tion.
City Solicitor Campbell copied the
Memphis ordinance word for word,
except it was made applicable to Pa-
ducah, and f2 fixed as the annual sum
to be paid under it. Memphis is
charging $3 per'Year.
Alderman Miller said tliae as. ilia
highest Court bad passed on the meas
tn.?, for the Memphis authorities, it I
would hold good for Paducah, and an'
the authorities' are anxious for its
final enactment'. If the teleplfo.ne and
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iiATIONAL LEGISLATORS
MEET PROMPTLY AT NOON
e
BOTH HOUSES CALLED TO ORDER AND MEMBERS NOT
LONG GETTING DOWN TO REAL WORK—SENATOR P
ROSE INTRODUCES RESOLUTION CALLING ON PRESI-
DENT ROOSEVELT FOR INFORMATION REGARDING DIS-
MISSAL OF NEGRO SOLDIERS.
r •
Washington, Dec. 3.—The two
houses of congress were called to or-
der at 12 o'clock today.
/1.
TO BE INVESTIGATED.
6014
Diunimal of Negroes From the Unit-
ed States Army.
IMP 4116M••
.Whshington. Dec. J.—Senator For-
, aker, it is understood, has deaded to
• offer in the senate early this week a
reso;ption of inquiry into the dis-
missal front the army of a battalion of
, the Twenty-fifth United States In-
henry (colored), as a result of the
..'hooting up" of Brownsvilk, Tex..
ea the night of August la last. The
,ienator's resolution will request the
• president or the war department to
furnish the senate with all the facts
in the case, including especially the
evidence on whirls the order of dis-
missal was based. The purpose of
esknor for the data is to permit clear
judgment, whether an injustice ha'
been done of/the members of the dis-
graced organization. The qnestion
thee ben raieed whether the dismissal
"without honor." . which the colored
infantrymen suffered does not deprive
them illegally to military rights, sue
as pensions, admission to soleFers'
homes, etc. _
. The question of spelling tindoubted-
ly will receive attention at the hands
of congress this week. The sub-com-
mittee of the house committee on ap-
propriations. which prepared the leg-
islative, executive and judicial ap-
•propriation bill, .report that measure
to the full committee today with the
old form of (redline retainedeand it
will be for the committee to decide
whether the eimplitied method shall
be used. There is a possibility that
the congressional record will contain
both styles of spelling.
rose Introduced a resolution calling
on the president for all information
regarding the dismissal of a battalien
of negro troops at Fort Reno, Okla.,
on account of the affray at Browns-
ville, Tex.
APPEARANCE OF ACTIVITY
Busy Scene Presented at Capitol Prior
to Meeting of Congress.
Washington. Dec. a.—The fact that
both houses of congress met today for
the short sessioii. had the elect early
in the day of giving the capitol an
appearance of activity -such as it has
not presented since adjournment last
June. The first day of a session never
develops much of interest to those
used to attending the sessions of couv
gress. bgt no other day of a session
seems toNposseas greater charm for
the average citizen.
Both visitors and members found
the great building in excellent shape
to receive them. Vast.as is the 'true-
tut,, it has bees thoroughly reno•
sated, both inside and out during the
recess, and it looked as inviting as
many a newer building. All of thic-
easamittee rooms have received 
•• 
a
thorough overtnititisg. the pictures
liave tneurrejuvenated and the two
chambers completely cleaned up.
Senators and members of the house
Imam to arrive early in the day
anditsere were many cordial greetings
in thecorridors and on the floors. The
experiences of the late camphign were
a fruitful source of frequent retuark,
and although many of the meeetings
were between Republicans and Demo
crats, there was no evidence of any
but the hestjeeling. The new corners
generally nSpressed the opinion that
the short session would witness little
legislation beyond the passageaf the
appropriation bills.
"But if anyone thinks we will not
Cam of Negro Promises e0 tind ecunething to talk about, he has
Be Promises* During Sassiest. another guess.'  Mid one of them,
Washington, Dec. e—Senator Pen- and there %V a general acquiescence.
Soldiers
LAW TO COMPEL COMPANIES
TO PAY POLE RENTAL TO CITY
TrISIV :IF MI
PADUCAH AUTHORITIES HAVE PROCURED COPY OF MEAS-
URE WHICH WENT UP PROM MEMPHIS. TENN.. AND
STOOD THE TEST OF THE UNITED STATES COURT—EN-
' ACTMENT PROVIDES THAT FOR EVERY TELEPHONE
• POLE ON THE PUBLIC HIGHWAYS OF THIS CITY, THE
OWNERS SHALL PAY AN ANNUAL RENTAL OF Pa INTO
PUBLIC TREASURY.
_ •
fr 
. $4 447,1 • i :PT
the cify Tegisdatite antlioritles rieeivand by the district court`of the Un-
lieve they have twit in.process of en- fled States where the corporations
carried it in fighting payment of
rental. Mr. MIller wrote tq the BI
C'ty and got a copy of the meastrre,
which was copied verbatim and pre-
sented to the council list evening.
It stipulate, that the ea rental shall
be paid this year, and that 'any com-
pany failing to pay the amount pre-
scribed, within twenty days after final
ecloptiori of the bill, shall forfeit 'their
"teoe license to do business." As the
Ordinance reads it is good for next
year only, but the city colicitor says
it can during me be amended sSi es
ta proVe effective year after year.
The ordinance does not prescribe any
peralty for the failure of the corn-
PHILLIPS ESTATE
QUALIFICATIONS
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT TAKES UP
THESE QUESTIONS THIS
MORNING,
.\ UMBER 189
•
PASTOR WILL IOWNERS OF HOUSES CANNOT
OCCUPY MANSE WITHSTAND THE "LIME LIGHT'
REV, J. C. HENRY MOVES INTO
PRESBYTERIAN MANSE
SHORTLY,
MOTHER OF HUSBAND Cuagregiatiada Greeted Dr. W.T. 1=b_Sandliw At Broadway
AND WIFE RELINQUISHED kersigious News.
COUNTY CLERK HIRAM SMED-
LEY NOW MAKING OUT
SINGLE TAX WARRANTS.
Judge Lightfoot Has Issued Call for
Special Session of Fiscal Court
For December Ath.
This morning in the county cettrt
Judge Lightfoot will take up the ques-
tion of permitting qualifications to
the estate of the late George E.
Philhps, and the latter's wife. Myrtl
Wallaze Phillips. the husband dying
last May and the widow last neck,
no children having been born.
One day last week Mrs. 1,ra"y T.
Phillips, mother of Georgie F..
Phillips. filed a document in the coun-
ty %ourt, asking that her surviving
re. Robert B. Phillips be permitted
to qualify as administrator of the
Georg: F. Phillips estate. Now vol-
taic* Mrs. 0. C. F. Wallace, nu:nisei
of Myrtle Wallace Phillips, filA a
ition witl the county judge, asking
jp.Mrs. Wallace' son, Harry F
allace. be permitted to qualify, a:
administrator of the estate of Myrtle
Wallace Phillips. Judge Lightfoot
has set this morning as the time for
hearing the question.. •
New Tax Warrants.
County Clerk Hiram Smedley and
his corps of deputies are now at w•nk
n-aking out the single warrants show-
ing how much county and state take,
are due from property owners who
have not paid their oak taxes. These
s:nale•warrants havejon them %1 ore
conarilidated figure, ihe total amount
9f state and county taxes combined.
due from every property owner. These
issued two weeks ago by the tied'.
who at that time erroneously . in
on" for the county tax due and .
other for the state tax. The de
chaiges on these new ones, is nnl
fcr each white on the former one
Corough mistake by wrongfe4 con
striong the law, he i-1•1 each property
.iis ler charged .........essitli ee eo fees.
Quarterly Ceurt.
Juilvde Lightfoot called over Stit
quarterly court docket yesterday ind
this morning begins trial of the iflif-
ferent actions before him. •---i •
t
Special Fiscal Court. :
Tudge Lightfoot has issued thweall
for the usual special term held bk the
fiscal court each- December, for nr-
-the sherifre who reports the eel
1
pof•e of making a final settlement ish
amount of county taxes he haterol-
lected for the year. A number/ of
-other matters will come before de
magisqates.
411-
ssams.. ,0 I 
t 'Proprty Sold.
'Properly Block 2 !lac Ueen sold
to Teylor and Mocquot by J. * ac-
Candless for jt and other contiderrh-
tion,, and the deed filed for newel
yesterday with thc county clerk. ep
John E. Potter sold to May lee
MeGuirsor $885. property ateeFeer-
teenth an? Clay streets.
Willie Kathleen Carr trensfertea
:May MrOuire for et and °thee 31h-
siderationc, property on 'West ay
street,
'‘-
TOIFEB OF CICERO IS 'FOUND
.--...-
panies to pay the rental and along Iitmenine niscovered Near WIllere
this point the city solicitor says al- "Mai Orator Wee Assassinat:‘,
Naples, tfc'e. 1—W1iae wntilrap-
pear to' be a incest important archa-
reologicaI discovery has been insiP at
Formiae, near which place Ciceposeva's
assissinated nearly 'twenty centuries
ago. This discovery consists 44 re-
mains which-, are thought to te the
tomb °fettle great orator. Thelstand
on dowinating both the ppia'
alid.ttercuIaneunt ways.
OtgraPTi concerns ifect're
asisions, it can then seen
it will hold god in this
91
The publicboards -1i are heen fa-
Tug attempt,attempts" in this line for many
years, but never succeeded itt 'attain.
in the desired end r 2 L
Rev. J. C.
of the
church wilt
sums!
;ft I,glite new pastor
y melon Presbyterian
we Into the congrega-
on South Sixth street
just as soot: as the present occupants
of the residence, Mr. Streete family,
can move out. Witten the church had
no pastor the first of this ytar, the
manse was rented to Mr. Street for
residence purposes. Now that a pas-
tor has been' secured the occupants
will move out just as soon as con-
‘enient for them, and Dr. Henry
take charge.
owl
Greeted By Large Crowds.
Rev. W. T. Bolling, the new pastor
of the Broadway Methodist church
eas greeted by unusually large con-
gregations, both morning and even-
ing. Sunday. and he truly came up to
the expectations of all. His talks were
engaging, and his impression was one
of much effect, as he is quite mag-
netic., speaks to the point vigorously.
and, bids fair to become one of Padu-
Leh.- leading 'ministers.
Revival Closed.
Sunday Rev. E. IF. Cuniiiiigliam
closed the three weeks' tens-al he has
been holding at the North Twelfth
street Baptist mission. Twenty addi-
tions were effected altogether during
the series, and Dr. Cunningham is
now resting. before leaving for other
points to du evangelistic work.
• momemi•
Preaches at ifott.
Rev. Wm. livurquin of the German
Evangelical church of South Fifth
,.treet. will preaeh this evening at the
Hebron Presbyteriarejnission in Bow-
landtown,
•••••••••••••••
'I t' 
-
The riches' Society of the Geentait
Lutheran church, meets with Mrs.
Frank Riglesherger tornorrive After.
noon, at teto South Thiridees'
•••
LOOP THE LOOP.
arrears Starerhat, recto
on Broadway and Row-
landtown Divisions.
tionmieming :hie morning. Peery
street car in the city will seart to
"Looping The Loop" with exception
SEVERAL PROPRIETORS WAIT ED ON YESTERI5AY BY THE
COMMITTEE OF "FRONTIERSMEN' AND REQUISTED TO
MAKE THE SOILED DOVES VACATE THE BUILDINGS
RENTED THEM IN RESPECTABLE SECTIONS OF THE CITY;
SOME OF THE HOUSE OWN ERS QUICKLY GOT RID OF
THE FEMALES, WHILE OTHERS PROMISE TO DO SO, IF,
GIVEN SEVERAL DAYS TIME—BIG MASS MEETING TO-
NIGHT AT THE CITY liALL—JUDGE REED DELIVERED A
STRONG CHARGE TO THE GRAND JURY. I
The "Locating Committee' for the
.,
'Frontier Committee," has not been
losing any time, according to one
of that number, wlin last evening re-,
ported that he and` the others had
located a number of North Side
houses, into which dlereputable wom-
en from the West Court street scarlet
district, had moved nithin the past
few days. The committeemen call-
ed upon the owners of the residences
and pointedly' told the latter that
their names would be made public,
together with the identity of the oc-
cupants. if the owners permitted the
lewd characters to continue residing
in the buildings. The owners quick-
ly saw the feasibility of emptying the
beildings of the soiled doves, and one
man who has two houses that were
moved into by the females, quickly
gave the latter orders to "skiddoo"
and the women us rapidly Vacated.
The committee found that a certlin
other man on the North Side had
rented his property to the females,
and he was waited upon, and kindly
asked if he 'could not assist in keeping
the vicinity cleansed morally, by re-
fusing to let the females remain. He
asked to be given a day or two In,
which to kt the wornin find some
other place, as he did not want to
dump them out in the street. Being
more than willing to receive any
hearty co-operqion, the committee
quickly consenad to let him have
ample time in which to get rid a
the soiied doves.
Skveral other houses liev,e been
'reported to the committeemen, as
beMit occupied by diseohne characters
coining from the scarlet vicinity,
and the "Frontiersmen" will today or
tomorrow see the ownert of ifseds$
join
places andtheaerenesindkoranieutiltili: 
he extent
ter null
no 
* 'ejecting the female4,
Councilman C. C. Duval, 0! ikortki
Seventh street, who ie Otte of the
disrepute de females from that sec-
tion of the city, Last night said they
had located many places now oc_cit-
teed by the woman, but that the com-
mittee had promised not to make the
Wilding owners public, at tonight's
mass' meeting at the City Hall, so as
of the Broadway dnistop•cars, and the. the give the proprietors ample time
Rosvlaadtown ears, MC', 119wland-i 
town car wilkeetogs,ot Fseeiseand . 
.......
city, turn aroutrel and go beek,to Row-
Broadway on coming down into the, KNIFE WORKED
landtown, e bile the Broadway earswi l ,
run through to the rivet at First 
.
street. The balance of the cars will
go around the loop, which starts at
Fourth and Broadway, goes down •
Broadway to Third, km Third to Ken • ..qt . •-...—......*- .1-:- r.
lucky avenue, out the avenue to
Fourth, and down Fourth to Broad-
way. The tic* curves have all been
finished not Things nod ready for the
loop. . .
The street tit' ttnnpany unr tally
commence laying tins new .s.witch they
are to place ou Tennessee between
Ninth' and Tenth, street',
t ARIA" MORNING FIRE
Blaze Partially Destroyed. George,
Colyer's Saloon Yesterday.
Yesterday morning ae rico recIock
tire, was discovered. hes the George
Colyer saloon, at efee eleyer-e street,
elechanicsberg,:azi teie departments
v'ere quickly sunnitogd to the blaze
that was r pidly Cxtinglifshed. The
place was cjoted at the‘ time, and it
is not know4 hoevethefireariginated,
as the buildi g was a glaring furnace
when 'the bl ze was first. noticed. It
is a *nail f me buildineawned by
Bud Parkins who runs a saloon near
by. The buil ink was damaged about
$400 and the .stock an equal amount.
.-71riss 'Anna 'Bird Stewart former:
7y Teacher of English ;n the public
schools here, but now the teacher oil
that branch in the Cincinnati schools
will be htee %or a visit Christina's
week and January 4th will. give a
reading to the high school. oft the
works of Bernard Shall. Whileitt
the, city Miss Stewart) w;11 be. the
geeet, of Miss Ella Wi:lieldt on
yortlf Fifth street._ • ee _
PROMISCUOUSLY
-
C.. C. MALONE OF MURRAY,
STABBED LESLIC PARKS
LAST NIGHT
0. J. Mowbrey, Theatrical Man, Had
Overcoat and Coat Stolen—Ain.
• known Drunk Picked Up.
nomot low* ,a igaitga
- . _
C. C. Malone, of Murray, was ar-
rested east evening shsrtly before
midnight and locked up by Officers
Johnson and Cross on the charge of
cutting Lesi:e -Parks, a carcenter of
this city. The officers could not
learn what the trouble arose over.
Malone wee very drunk and on
Fourth street in front 3f the row of
saloons near Broadway, met 1'asks7
They had some words wlem
lime pulled, his knife and, stabbed
the other in jhe left shoulder, but
the blade di er not sink deep. Mae
lone was trying to cut Riley Pitman;
the blacksmith, when the 'officers,
who happened to be nearb-y, rushed
up and arrested him. es
Clothing Gone.
C. 7. .1Co w br y, of the /Tint-via"
theatdical troupe -that played here
Saturday night, repotited to the police
Funday that some one find stolen his
coat and overcoat. He ,werrte from
here to Mt. Carmel, Ill., where he 7s
to be conimertieated with: ii)thie gar-
inents are f el, put as yet the off!-.
cell ailed tcrlikate then
" Unknown Drunl,
whine "WI so' drunk lie cotad
- •
us 4
in winch to rid themselves of these
moral leeches.
Th mass meeting 'tonight at tTio
City Hall will be attended by every,
body from all sections of Paducah, as
all realize a rigid organization is &se'
cnly manner in which to cope with
the serious situation, became the fe-
males are liable to swoop down and
lccate beside respectable people in
any part of town. The meeting oc-
curs at 8 o'clock, and runny rousing
speeches will be made by prominent
people in pointing out the ways and
means of waging the vigorous battle. 
Yesterdaymorning in delivering
his charge to the grand jury at the
circuit court, Judge Reed laid pae-
ticufar stress upon the bawdy house
question.
"I have said Tittle - about- 'red light"
district, and will take occasion to ix-'
press myself. I issued art order for
the women to move off Kentucky av-
enste in this district; to compel theta
to abate a nuisance. About ea yearn-
ago they moved to that section which
was then the outskirts. Formetir
there were warehouses on Broadwa3g
which obstructed the vir,w but since
they burned, a year ago, the 'red
light' district has been in plain view
of every mother and daughter who
has to go on iBroadway between
Neltli and Eleventll streets. The law
is not being obeyed when the houses
Of permitted to operate. and I airs
going to see that the law is obeyed. 11
will request that you investigate thor-
oughly and see if the order to racatek
by December I is cud out. I will
call on the grand jury/ petit jury,
!icemen and every public-spirited col.
ten to aid is suppreasing this evil.'
Repolat from Cairo Sunday were
that Chief Egan of the police force
there, met the Paducah train iiisd
',often bunchllf the Paducah toiled
doves dropped from tffe coaches, the.
Cara ni.ule them take the next
sil.tdvent. itET
Paducah wow% went too' houses
ill-fame at Cairo and :t is reported
are still there, while others are seek
ins innre receptivities theie
vocation.
Wesi Court street continues t
deserted condition as tlizre is "nodes
ing doiing" out tinit u may.
To MN THE
HUNTING PARTY
'SINGETOthi- AND OTHERS EX.
PECTING WORD FROM
CAMP 111
„ 4r
If Cter Has dote Down Sufficient.
ly to Relieve Conditions, Trio of
Paducairans Depart,'
—11 
.1,11
'540' • • 1,,ettel
--. .
Messrs Gus.e,t, Singleton, George
Katterjohn and Lee Potter expect.to ,
receive word todayors tcitnorrow.
from Mr. George Robertson, at, to
whether the Arlansas river ha e gone
down sufficient to carry away, the
flood of overflow water that his en-
circled the hunting camp of Mr. RA-
ertson for the past two Weeks. If 'the
mstrea have fallen and the camp calt
be gotten to, without making the 45
mile circuitous route by horseback.
Messrs Singleton, Katterjohn and
Potter will leave within a 'few clarYs
kie itto join Mr. Robertson and sde ,,elee- - tvi
weeks hunting bear and deer
wilds Q f Arkansaere---e..........
_. _
.„
nCie tell his name, was picked up at
Maidell Alley dn Broadway, early this
fiforning bei Officers Tverrell and
Brnan and locked up.
Prisoner Releaaed.
Itifitt.-'Rmith, ship caulker, was
fined $20 and: costs eight daYgelitiToby.. the judge. for abusing his wife
Sunday night Smith was releated
front. the lockup, with undPrstanding
he was to.riay his whole fine within
,Ithirty days, or 'go back to jail, •auli
•
•
• ,
•
\
•
6
-
5.
WE WILL HAVE ON BALE I 
nnt
NEW MODE OF PROCEDURE
TO RECOVER THE GOODS
*ia
OWE— •••••10.....6111.1.•.•
• REFEREE BAGBY DECIDED HE HAD NO POWER TO ENJOIN
JUDGE REED OF THE STATE COURT, HENCE TRUSTEE
REED DROPS THE INJUNCTION LITIGATION IDEA AND
WILL MAKE A MOTION BEFORE THE REFEREE, FOR THE
LATTER TO COMPEL PARTIES TO APPEAR AND SHOW
BY WHAT AUTHORITY THEY ARE WITHHOLDING MANY
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS WORTH OF GOODS BEING
FOUGHT FOR IN THE REH KOPF BANKRUPTCY PROCEED-
ING.
•-• •• •  -
l'esterday Referee E. W. Baghy in fore Judge Evans. the trustee has de-
called upon a new course to pursue.
which he believes will result in the
goods being held on attachments, be-
ing turned over to the trustee. In
outlining and following this new
kepi Saddlery Company. The ref- course, Trustee Reed will file a mo-
erre Saturday night expressed him- tion before Referee Bagby to the ef-
self as thinking he had the author- feet that certain parties are "with-
ity, hut gave this off-hand, without holding Rehkopf firm assets" by re-
gooking up thelaw. On scanning the mining possession of the contested
statutes though. he finds that the goods. In this way the referee ean
bankrupt referee caunot restrain Or: compel these parties in charge of the
state circuit judge • in this-character g• ods, to produce them, or show by
of litigation. This enjo• • g power what authority they are holding the
lies in the hands of Judge Walter goods.
Tvans of the United States court at Rehkopf stored goods in a public
warehouse, and got receipts for them
On finding that he did not have front the warehouseman. Rehkopf put
the power, Referrer Bagby yesterday ep these receipts to the bank and
refused the injunction suit which is borrowed money. The bank then
the one filed by Trustee Cecil Reed Maimed the goods and sold much.
-of the Rehkopf bankrupt estate, and while firms selling Rehkopf goods,
in which the trustee claims all bus- also came in and attached the arti-
imess connected with the Roiskopf ties, in trying to recover possession
firm should be wound up in the bank- of them, on the ground that Rehkopf
rapt court, and Judge Reed restrain- used fraud in buying them. The trua-
eal from trying or making any orders tee wants all these contested goods
in the actions filed in the state eir- put in his possession.
cue court by parties hating claims Today the trustee offers for sale
against Rehkopf for goods the latter to the highest bidder about %.isorin
ka,aght- of the outside finme. worth of uncontested stock in the
Instead of filing the inunction be- Rehkopf house.
tit; bankrupt court decided that he
did not have authority sufficient to
enjoin Judge Reed. from trying the
state. suits filed against the. E. Reit-
change personal views on any subject.
Keep to the right always. If you
are going north take the east side of
the street and cross when yois are op-
posite your destined point.
Do not walk with friends three
abreast; two is as much as our crowd-
thoroughfares can accommodate.
Be considerate. Much delay is
avoided if you can remember that all
the agencies cif distribution are tax-
ed to. the nriataat, aid that a little
conaideration will lead to prompter
service.
The holiday „,na,on 41,11,1,1 be one WHISKY BOTTLES MUST
CONTAIN FULL QUARTof good cheer, and nothing will do
more to promote the proper spirit than .
Louisville. Dec. 3.—J. A. Craft. co- -a respect for the rights and the neces-i
lector of internal revenue, has been•t •
notified by John W. Yerkes. commis-
sioner of internal revenue. that a new
ruling had been made in regard to
bottles For 'bottled-in-bond whis-
ky. Reports have been received *in
1Vrashington that 'X.:idlers leeve been
using quart bottle% for bottling whis-Clinton, Iowa. Dec. i, said
iii ky in bond, and bottles which oftenthat never befine in the history
About Christmas Shopping. gnaws Wurnan's Vagaries.
There are just twenty-one shopping The porter on the Pullman ear nas
;days before Christmas. It behooves brushing several passengers in the
the genial Christmas shopper to take l smoking room as the trail: draw near
time by the forelock and begin now Denver. "Of all the things I hate to
la make due preparations tor the hole do on a sleepin' cah," he said, "hand-
day .. Ficaeon. lin' women's hats bothehs me most.
After each strenuous shopping ex- Nine women out of ten ah cranks
perience good resolutions are made 'bout ther hats. The minute a pohtan
and ...en' forgotten. but they should begins to bresh one off its Ownah's
*ow he recalled. alnois' suhtio to hop onto hint 'bout
For in Igoe there ;s such general somethin'. He'll he 'cused of break-
prosperity and such widespread goonl in' feathatts. maishin' crowns an' do-
fellowship that the merchants beg in' almost everything undah the sun.
tro say they will not be able to nice I wah breahin' a finiale hat off Os--
she calls of the late comers. day when the woman tip an' says I
New York correspondents have al- done ruined it.
ready warned their Western aaaoci a •1,..ok aolich. potah; :he says. 'Yo'
ate% that only early orders for holi- has done twisted it all out of shape.'
day goo& can by met with any cer- -I hadn't did within' of the soht.
sanity, and duplicated orders have al- but I nevah dared to tell huh ao. •lan
ready been set aside. , sorry, madam.' I say*. •I nevah meant
So the purchaser, with the experi-' to nolo the hat. Indeed I nevah.*
crier of last year. should begin now' - *Oh. of course yotise !nervy." she
with Christmas parchasee says. lint that won't do the hat any
In this connection it may he wel ; amid. I think I'll repoht yii• an' have
to say that pedestriane on Our retai yo' discharged to' pure cablessnese*
street% should "move on." S•reets are "She went on hike that. 'Madam.'
for passage . in the old days. village I says, •I•na mighty sorry that I
days. we could stroll down Fourth: messed up yo' hat, because I miticeri
street. or Market tweet but now ey ' yo' with it nit, and it imhtinly wasI
try stroller obstructs the sidewalk heernsire. That brown sure is thc
god days seorvs of others with equal right colah foh a lady with a fine com-
.xighte to the streets. 'flexion like yo. has got.'
If Von must have a talk. with your "Thst did the work. 'Oh, well; she
friend. man or woman. turn and walk says. coolin' off. 'I guess yo' nevah
"'with hint or her until you reach a 'huh' the hat much, aitah all. Let it
:common point of interest, but do not go this time:
blockade the street while you et- "Las' Satuhday I did get a little
rough with a lady's hat an' rubbed it
a little out of shapei I expected to
have huh take my bead off. but she
simply smiled when she s-w what I
had did. .
"I'm sorry. madam: I says.
—Ole yo• needn't to be,' she an-
swered. with a smile. 'Go est and
mash it all up. Then my husban. will
have la sit the anotheie'
"Bin." he concluded, "she was only
One in ten."—Denver Post,
eities of others.
USE RARE SURGICAL SKILL
, Doctors Perform r Difficult Opera-
tion Successfully.
• 's
Iowa surgery was a successful opera-
tion performed of the character which
paved the life of Martin Anderson,
After the lining of his ititestine had
been perforated by typhoid ulcers -and
the contents of the bowels had es-
caped into the abdominal cavity doc
tors operated on the man and he is
convalescent and out of danger.
An incision was, made in the wall
of the abdomen. Two- perforations
were repaired, the cavity cleansed and
the wounds closed after drainage
through a tube had been establish-
ed. This was two weeks ago. Today
the patient was reported (int of
et, the last effects of the operation
having passed away, and the doctors
The Right End.state that the patient will be able to
I. One day Percy, aged three' washave the hospital in a short time. playing with the tail of a /fin dog.Instance; where this operation have
"1-iYA out.- said a careful aunt;bet n successfully performed arc ex- 
"he'll bite you, cleat:.-trvmeiy rare in annals of Amerkan 
"Oh no, auntie." he said. "I'se notsurgery,
at the bitin' end.-
---Harper'i Weekly.
p 
-i:,RSONAL MENTION.
OWIE CRAZY 'NEGRO 8HOT'
BY OFFICERTALK TO . HIS FOLLOWERS
SUNDAY SHOWS REASON
DETHRONED.
Failing "Apostle" Imagines He Is
At General's Funeral Service—
Led Away.
Chicago, Ill., Dec. 3.—John Alex-
ander Dowic, weak and speaking aim-
le.sly, at his home in Zion City pre-
sented a pitiful contrast yesterday to
Voliva, his successor and rival, who
was delivering a fiery address in Chi-
cago. The feeble "apostle" showed by
its wandering remarks that the in-
firmities of his body had become in-
firmities of mind as well,
For twenty minutes he spoke to hi;
audience under the impression that he
was the aid of a great general and
that the general, who had died, was
lying before him waiting burial/ lb.
first evidence of something wrong was
shown when Dowie appeared in the
assembly rooms attired in a plain
business suit and wearing a skull cap.
It is his usual custom to appear ;n
gorgeous robes.
Points to Spot on Floor.
Then he astonished his believers by
saying that he W3-3 "here by express
orders of his commander in chief.*
The object of his presence, he said,
"was to say a few words over the
dead body of our general"—pointing
to a spot, on the Aoor—"who lies
there." He talked aimlessly along
these lines for fifteen minutes, when
Deacon Peters, seing something was
wrong, tried to stop him. Dr. Dowse,
ordered mm to sit down and repeatN1
his commands until they were obeyed.
The jargoa was continued until S. A.
Morris an attendant, appeared before
his chief and told hint that he was
wearing himself out and ought to go
upstairs and rest. lie got the same
orders gif en Deacon Peters T
Donie appealed to the "gentlenten of
the army" for assistance. When he
saw that there was nothing else ,for
him to do he told his followers that
he was going to retire and that Fe
would leave Deacon Cutler in harist.
Reason Is Slowly R
Deacon Peters attributed the cause
of Movie's actions to a book he had
been reading the day before. Towari
evening word was arr.! 'wit from bead.
quarters that their leader was slowly
recovering hit reason aal would prob-
ebly he well today. A meeting we
I.eld last evening IF, the older% f
Dowie'a following a.. to what aeti.sit
should be taken relative to their
chiefs condition.
Dining a meeting of the opposing
iaction Zio City at the tabernacle
word came of the corditio the
pose4! bead of Zion. Deacon NteCill'a
;nose and r syntpathy
Dowie's condition' and suggested .:iat
tne rest of the coeeiegaiina In like-
a this was on), ffse beg:nning of
the end.
• Those-wilko_)ate 4.h/tate it iov leige
of Dovrie** allairs state that thaeainan-
cial settlement of a week ago is one
of the Aid caftiae,. of the apostle;
condition. •
VALUABLE STATISTICS.
Wbat Might Happen If Niagara Falls
Slowed Beer Instead of Water.
,..%•••••• lprt• 
f Niagara Falls were composed of
beer instead of water it would fill a
stein holding 25.234.70000o quarts eV-
cry year A man, to lift and drink
this stein, would needs be .353,t86,offo,-
21 feet tall. A man of Louie Gleim's
capacity could drink an hour's dow
of the falls in 1.007,16t.739 days, 22
hours and 52 minutes. Allowing that
it takes fourtten stems to make a
man light on beer aad eighteen to get
hint spifflicated, an hour's flow of the
falls would keep the entire Aryan
race • spifflicated for two days., and
make the entire Mongolian race tig-ht
for a week. The calcuhationa arc
based on the supposition that the beer
would be drawn solid, and that the
foam would be in proportion to the
mist rising above the falls.
If all the rice made in tha United
States were to be made into cigarette
papers, there would be enough to roll
251.0.2.227n% cigarettes, which would
he sufficient to cause Lucy Page Bos-
ton to employ nineteen assistants.
If all the noses on all the human be-lacked as much as two ounces of be- ings in the world were one nose iting a full quart. yet the government would be 73t,a-a3.87o.loa agate linesclamp guaranteed a full quart. from tip to base. and 793,615,1070p
engineer at the Clinton gas works. The order from the commissiiimer -agate hues from upper lip to the tip.is that each distill% shall provide a It could smell onions cooked on thefill-quart glass graduate for measur- fixed star ot Algenib, provided thejug the bottles before used. It also hay fever in 44.69 of i per cent of thestates that the government store- nose did not affect the entire nose.Steeper in charge of the bottling plant If all the buckwheat batter used inshall test all so-called quart bottles the Nineteenth congressional districtwhen received, and if it is shown of New York in the months of No-that they are short over an oitnce vemSer, December and Jannary, 1905,they must be rejected and removed were paste it would be sufficient tofront the government warehoose. The put tip 2t_io2.137 twenty-sheet circusallowance of the ounce is from the posters, which would cover all butfact that no glass factories will make seventeen mile' and twerrty-threea contract guaranteeing bottles to yards of the great wall of China.bold :aty exact amount. If all the kangaroos in Australia
keere one kangaroo, it cOttle
from Cape Wales. Affair:Mt, to C.hria-
tianahaah. Greenland, in one :limp.
If it ehould alight with both feet on
Christianshaab glacier it would start
ftve tht would. do $21,311.45- thin-
age to shipping and docks aa Reyk-javik, ;celand.—Chicago Tribune.
VAN BANKHEAD, COLORED
HELD TO GRAND JURY
YESERDAY.
Egbert Moore Was Fined $35 and
Sent to Jail for Ten Days for Car
rying Concealed Weapons.
The -malicious-shooting charge
against Van Batakhead, colored, was
called yesterday in the police court
by Judge Dave Cross, and the accused
held over to the circuit court grand
jury on the charge of maliciously
shooting at Officer Aaron Hurley.
Bankhcad is the negro Policeman
Ilia-ley started to arrest at Eleventh
and Husbands streets, when the oar-
key pulled his gun and fired point-
blank at the officer, who quickly sent
a bullet into the negro's head. The
bond of Bankhead was fired at $3oo.
The adultery charge adainst B. Car-
roll and Grace Beatty nas contiaued
until today.
Less Perkins was given a continu-
ance until today of the warrant charg-
ing hint with disorderly conduct.
T. Lindsey was tined. Si and costa
for being drunk.
A little disorder in addition to his
drunk coat Harry liagerdown
Egbert Moore was fined $a5 and
to jail for ten days for carrying
concealed weapons.
John Sulhvan got $30 for being
drunk and tbaorderly.
Osa Miller and Charles House were
each tined $5 for letting their cows
run at large upon the public streets.
EASTERN TRAVELING
MEN TO STOP TIPPING
Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 3.—Pracri-
cally all of the/ Rochester' traveling
men have received an invitation to be-
come members off a new organization
which was recently organized as the
Commercial Home Club of the United
States. .k meeting, for the purpose
of perfecting the organization will
be held in hushing in February
One of the principal objects of the
4irganization will be to stop the tip
ping systern in vogue in all the large
funds. l• is claimed that the taston•
is a constant drain on the resources of
the tras-cling me.i. who expect that the
society will be strong inkwell in a
..h..rt time to reduct. if not eliminate
the necessity for tipping. '
Another object sought is to secure
/respectful attention from employee
of hoick In order to compel
a committee will he anpointed. Acv
lack of attention' will he reported to
the committee. with The result that
none of the members of the enziety
-ill patroniae .hat hostelry.
, In order to become a member 't is
necessary to be a traveling man of
boil moral character, employed by a
reputable firm recommended tot a
member and apnroved by the mem-
bers of the board of trustees The ap-
plication fee is lifted at so cents, and
the dues will be Is cents a month. 3.
a C. Mercer of Philadelphia i- presi-
dent. and Ezra K. Bryan of Cincin-
nati :• vice president.
SHOT THROUGH WINDOW
OF COLORED CHURCH
Elkton. Ky, Dec. 3.—Considerz.ble
excitement exists in the county as
the result of an cceurrence at Tren-
ton Thu.-s&)' while Senator R. R.
Grady was address'ng an audience of
colore.1 voters in the col ned Method-
ist chur: i ii behalf otf taa etohibi-
tion cat -.e .1 party of arff'aits about
the same time stoned the ee:cteil Bap-
tist chum 
-h. where the Rev Dr. Midg-
mt. a white preachee, was speaking
for the same cause. The guilty par-
ties have not been apprehended.
The Charm of Frills.
There are so many occ-asions that
the separate blouse till: to perfection
that
-one can hardly have too maily of
those effective little pieces. in the
aardrobe. With the continued liking
for the coat and skirt suit, the logi-
cal concomitaat is the waist or blouse
of harmonizing or contrasting color.
•and preferably of material as- soft
and sheer as the purse will allow.
Velvet ant/ velveteen costumcs are
among the more favored of the sea-
son's modes. and with either of' these
there is permissible a range of color
and material that few- other fabrics
admit.
COAL SEIZED BY CITIZENS
Residents of Washington Town,
Famine Stricken, Capture
Train.
North Yakima, Wash., Dec. 3.—Ac
a result of the coal famine here a
raid was made on a coal train yes-
terday as it passed through the town.
Trainmen who made an effort to stop
the seizure were threatened with bod-
ily harm and kept from interfering.
The situation is critical at North
Yakima. there is no fuel for the
',ebbe buildings, and many a the dis-
trict schools will have to close. Only
four car loads of coal have been re-
c:ivcil since -Wednesday.
FREE
From Isaac Shelby to 1.C. W. Beckham
momonnoos ALL OF moolc:ows
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
The First Time Their Pictures Have Ever
Been Published. FREE
The Evening Post has for reeerai years endeavored to secure pictures or all KentuckyOovernois and has at last succeeded in securing them through the assistance of the Ken-tucky state Historical tiociety.
1z:In order to place these pictures in a permanent form, they haw been arranged in. agroup in an op-to.doto Atlas 6 bowing, Kentucky with the latest census, urea ofall the presidents of the United &Mates, Ruler* and Plags of all natioris, steam p routes,statistical data, history of the Russo-Japan War, also late maps of the United States, Pan-ama Canal, Eastern and Western Ilemiaphere, reports of the last three national censusand much...thee historical information.
Ttio amigo* and Inoloablo Atlas I* FRES to ALL EVENING POST SUREGRIgieRs.II sot sow a moaseatimir send $3.00 for • full year's outiseriputip by mail or $aw for sixmouth's subscription. Uatierstand that these rates are by mall only and that the but,scriptiou price by carrier or ages' is recent, per week,
The /treeing Post publishes aim or more editions daily and the latest edition is wet toeach reader according to On time that it 'lent rehch them.
The Evening Post La first in everything and has the moat State news and beetmarket reports.
For all the people and against the grafter.
Independent always.
For the Hoene.
MIR. Twang fait. LOUISVILLE. KV.
--oseggin-anwits. 
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Let us bedd the house; you pay for it as Too
pgy Vomit •Asti la aD parte of the city. Nice lots en the
proposed car eslinden ea Weed to union depot sled so Aim
eineets from apt to Ispe sorb. asp saw co Inatellsent pis
4111e cheep. The le the Went ground la the city. Property le
nevainhis gaper.
M'CIACIEEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
Laid D. iseders. Pros. awl Mgr. Those 76s.
Mattil, Efinger alb Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 S. THIRD STILEBT: PADUCAH. KY
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OITICZ PHOHZ 414-4 ItIZIDENCit PHONE *a-
JINN
It is neither economy nor good taxte
to put a poor cover over a good set of
works. •
7%.
A good case isalwaysadvisable, par.
Ocularly if the works are first class.
Silver, Gold-filled or solid Gold—
en reliable—are hem"'
CHRISTMAS
DISPLAY IS &LADY
Jeweler
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTPIIIL. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM1. EASI
1101MIX PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
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DGE REED STARTS THE
CRIMINAL TERM OF COURT
NEW PLACE Walt CARD PARTY FOR
COAL COMPANY VISITING LADY "fake Ibis Suggestion"
SI
ate
•
•
•••
GRAND JURY WAStrIPANELED AND CHARLES E. GRAHAM'
MADE FOREMA ,Hr THE BODY, WHILE THIS MORNING
THE COURT SWEARS IN THE PETIT JURIES THAT IM-
MEDIATELY START TRIALS OF THE MANY INDICTMENTS
ON THE DOCKET-L-TITY CLERK BAILEY FILED DE-
MURRER TO MANDAMUS SUIT WHERE DISTILLERIES CON-
CERN SEEKS TO COMPEL HIM TO ISSUE THEM QUART
LICENSE—MUCH OTHER BUSINESS.
Jtidge Reed empaneled the grand
jury yesterday on opening the crimi-
•ual term, that body consisting of
Charles E. Graham. foreman. P. H.
Owen. A. J. Thompson, A. E. Stegar,
A. B. Dupriest. J. D. Alstnan. J. P.
McQueen, Maus Stewart, F. W.
E. 0. Thisimpson, 11. E. John-
son and Jake Oehlschlaeger.
Today the judge swears in the petit
Juries that will inunedately start try-
ing rhe different nuliconents before at
'for disposal. The first one • on the
docket is that accusing Ernest Coa-
wictnt and Wood Jones, with obtaining
money under false pretenses, by steal-
ing some grocery goods andi selling
them to other parties. claiming the
articles belonged to ttiem. There are
two indictments against each of the
young fellow'. ,
The next case ia that in which an
Eastern tirm charges. James E. Eng-
lish with appropriating to his private
use. money belonging to the firm. Mr.
English claims to have receipts show-
ing a full accounting of the contested
money.
The third charge on the docket ac-
cuses J NOT ACCI of passing a
forged check for a small amount of
money. - -
• The next is the indictment (-barg-
ing E.1 Scott with killing Plumber
Stewart. by shooting him. during a
light one year ago on West Court
street.
There are about seventy-five indict-
ment. set for today. tomorrow and
Thursday. and the judge will rush
through with them. as neatly all will
consume very ittle time.
Distilleries Mandamus.
City Clerk Item) Bailey tiled a de-
murrer to the mandamus proceeding
instittned against him h) the Paducah
Distilleries company. and in which the Statistics of Stock Speculation.
cinnpany claims tha• the city clerk Fearing that his general statistics
weld be compelled to issue the colt- might have some element of error.
II A license entitling the distilleries SIT:. Gibson. a recent writer on the
pe It to sell liquor in as Antall subject took soo accounts in steel corn-
es as one quart. The clerk in mon. coscring the period from Jitl•..
•14i5 she Cr states the plaintiff does tOot. to March, igoa. %%hen the mar-
ts.l set out sufficient cause for ac- ket "bowed nothiiig abiiiirmaf. Th,-
ti.in. and alike the 1.- q Qin to dismiss the *lock was at 37 at the beginning (4
matter. The court has not art acted, the period. and at the same orice At
The distilleries company. an its petis the end, while this figure was just
lion, charges that the clerk ia the about midway between the high and
only legally authorized person qualt- the low prices That seemed on its
lied to issue the license, and that the face like a perfectly fair field for
'municipal legislatise hoard. do not sireculation.
have any say in the matter. The firm This was :he showing of his inves-
ia being refused a license by the pub- tigatism: Three hundred and ((scia-
tic officials on the ground that it tilted three accounts resulted in net loss at
obscene literature to advertise its husi their termination, eighty-eight showed
loess.
• 
a prinit, fifty-two came s.t about
even. keventeen were indetNminablr,
because they were closed by the act-
ual purchase of the stock, in all casts
at a paper lost. The total deficit on
the losing accounts Wa $1.245.000. and
the total gain on the profitable ac-
counts $118,000 leaving a net deficit
of $957.000 The total brokeraae
charges were tri5,000, thaNbeing the
one point of sure winnings. Whrre
the ac,aatuits showed evidence that the
speculator used a "system" 9n per
cent of them resulted in net loss.—
Chicago Recosil-ileralil.
day to tile All answer in suit of Kirk
Barry against Constable A. C. Sli-ii-
trAt. Shelton toolicharge of some
hettsf hold gJ i on a distit ss wareant
gotten out againft bfra. Barry kr
rent claimed due for the home they
occupied. Mr. Barry now sues Shel-
ton for return of the ;roods. and dam-
ape. , on the ground that the effects
L• longed to him.
.1.7etil the next term of court was
postponed the suit of Duncan against
Ila) es.
The defendant asked the court to set
aside the judgment given plaintiff in
the suit of the Belknap Hardware
company against the E. Rehkopf Sad-
dlery company. Belknap sold Reh-
kopf goods, and when the latter failed,
sued for return of the articles and
judgment, which was given him. Reh-
kopf now wawa this set aside.
Divorce Wanted.
W. Bryant filed suit for divorce
against Isabella Bryant, on the
ground that she left hint September 21.
1901, and has since refused to live
with hint. They were married in the
county December 2,2. 1878.
Adopt Orphans.
'A. P. and 011ie Hill tiled an ex
parte suit, asking the court to per-
mit them to legally adopt James
Sands, a to-year-old orphan boy They
want Iii make him their legally adopt-
ed child and heir-at-law
Divide Flournoy Estate.
W. B. Flournoy yesterday tiled a
friendly suit against James E. Flom-
noy and other heirs of the late Jane
Flournoy, wherein the court is asked
to select commissioners to divide reit!
estate between the Flournoy heirs.
county Clerk Ifiram Smedley was
ordered to pay $1.405 over to Trustee
Joe A. Miller of the jury hind; this
motley being needed to pay. the jurors
during the present aession.
hlks Hallie Ross was admitted as
an examiner for this city and county.
The plaintiff was given leave to
withdraw some exhibits in the litiga-
tion of Felix G. Rudolph. administra-
tor of 11. A. Rose. /gam.* the Inter-
state Life Inatirance company, where-
in the plaintiff seeks to recover t'as
amount of a policy Rose heid :it that
cotripany during his life. Improvement of Farmers' flames.
The Sherrill-King Mill and Limber The United States department of
company paid $34.33 into court, 'n agriculture will soon issue. a treatise SHOPPERS SCRAMBLEthe suit of the Langstaff-Orme Man- on, "Vodern Conveniences, fn the 
ofactoring company against 1:ktehist Farm klome." The object of the pub- FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
and Foreman. LangstlaffsOrme ai• heation is to show how the farmers
• 
tached the money in Sherill-Kin 
`
g'a can egnip their homes with mails- f 'The girl 
who works for her Vving
bands. the coneeniencss noes largely coorine:il does have a bard time gathering 
up
Master - Commissioner Ce:i! Reed to tity homes. Among the subiect•
filed a report. shoaling sale of North treated are wat•sr supply. rikinbilk.
Seventis street prreq; in tit.: suit bath rooms .and closets, sew itt's 
of Gip Husbaoda ag..irtst Samuel HO- posal. and heating. The farmer is
Ian. Hollan is now :rying to get the shown how, at a comparatively small
creut to Set aside tha sale of property. expense, he can ctiOnl.- his barna laiti7
and he be permitted to pa'y Hasleitius water by means of an devatsd tank
the amount of jinigetent 'h:eh the filled. by a hydranlic ram, a wind-
latter gen against Ilona!) and to s:it • :lin or a small ,nraine. The best
'isfy which the prr•prty was ao!d b7 methods of dispoiing of VA' sewage
the commissioner. are explained and illast..ated. Sue--
The National Bank of Commerce gesaions are made regar.lina the lay-
was given judgment against E. Reh- ing out of home groands..the loca-
1(00' for $757. / tinn of buildings. and the remodeling
There was dismissed without preju- of homes already and i!ics, cutr-
slice the suit of the Paducah Banking gestioas are accompanied hy illustra-
company against the J. G. Relikopf ,:The hulletio, whit-a .-ontains
Buggy company. The bank sued for foity-eight pages. :5 hr fret diatt-i-
money claimed to have been borreiwed bution. and application may be marie
if it by the buggy house, to the department of agriculture or ti
A' continuance, was given in the senators. .representatives, or ride-
snit of ContractOr Charles I., Robert- gates. in congress.
son against the Southern Bitulithic
Company. in this act ion plaintiff
claims the bitulithic people ow' him
much money as balance" on' the prise Travelers' Protective Association ••1
he charged the bitnlithic concern for Indiana for Lower Railway
laying the storm sewers, undenneath • Rates.
Kentucky avtnue, •Jefferson street.
atid Sixth. Seventh and Ninth hetwerai
the aremie and Jefferson. The hitu-
bade company got the contract from
the city to lay the aewers, and sub-
let the work to Robertson.
A continnanA. Waa given in the
case of Ay( r"-Lord co lipany
against W• E. Weldon. drafted for presentation to ' he In -
The defendant aahs given until Fri- tliatla legislature,
11.111.•=••••//./.•
MR. GUS EDWARDS RESIGNED
POSITION WITH' !LAS
CONCERN
Monroe Nance Goes to New Mexico
to Locate and Take Position
=Business Notes.
Mr. Gus Edwards has ret:gned his
pcsiton with the gas company, at 1
last Saturday accepted the piace of
city salesman for the West Kentocky
Cal Company,
Located In New Mexico.
Mr. Mitnroe Nance 'elites today for
Lail Vegas, New Mexico, to accept a
position in the railroad A . r*VIC..t under
los brother. Mr. Joseph Nine'.'. wit '•
15 at the head of a dapartment ior
the company at that city. M... MIA-
rut' Nance has been locatca in the
East for two years. and spent se s era!
,:ays here with his parsuts while ea
route west.
Running Job Office.
gichard McGregor. the yoffng
newspapei man, is in he city for a
few days on business. He is itilw
located at Marion, Ky., uhere h., is
conducting a large job prlio:ag Ot;let
Va.
and doing well.
Bank In New Home.
The Mechanic. and s'srin,!rs 55% •
iega Bank was doing bus'uteaa yes-
terday morning at the new location.
:to Broadway. to whielt Mace :he
tniik effects were move.' since the
institution closed Sater.l. afterissoti
after business hones.
SHIP'S SILVER DISAPPEARS
Valuables of Cruiser Minneapolis Are
Taken From Navy Yard.
Philadelphia, Pa.. Dec J.—The ail-
*er service given by tfie city of Min-
neapolis to the cruiser of that name
has disappeared from the League !s-
himd navy yard. Other valuables also
hare been taken. The silver service
*sail recently stolen from the cruiser
'Itenyer. Secret service men arc at
stork on the ease.
MAN ONLY EVIL CREATURE
Fliassirnmorality His Own Invention.
Says Rev. Mr. Long.
Boston, Mass.. Dec. 3.—Three ad-
dresses on the education of the con-
science , closed the social education
congress. Rev. Wiliam M. Long of
Stimfort. Conn.. in dealing with "Na-
titre's Messages to Moral Eudeation-
said that man seems to•be the only
creature which is immoral. although
the child is born a moral animal.An7,
imal instincts are good and pure, hc
aaist and man's immorality is his
• invention.
WILL NOT SEEK PRESIDENCY
Wondrow Wilson Indicates. How-
ever, That He Would Accept
Nomination.
Princeton. N. js. Dec. a.—President
Woodrow ‘Vilatan of Princeton uni-
versity when asked todaytor a state-
ment concerning his attitude toward
flu:\ democratic presidential nomina-
tion. iudicated that he would accept
the nomination should it come to
him, but that he would not seek it.
WILL URGE, TWO-CENT FARE
South Bend, Tod., Dec. 3.-1-leaded
by post K of SOuth Bend, several
thonsands members of the Travelers'
Protective Association of Indiana
have started a campaign for a flat
a-cent rate on railroads. At a meet-
ing in January- resolutions will be
Via cc,
611M0111••••.•
her Christmas gifts unless she has
tine head for organization and knows
how to shop.- says taloa Steeae Rich-
ardson in the Woman's Home Com-
panion. "The tirst -thing to remem-
ber is that the Christmas bargain
i-oluiter is the dumping ground of
the shrewd merchant. He tosses here
all the left-overs from last year's un-
salable stock. For this counter he
buys up old wholesale stocks, auction
lots and factory ends. Nobody
knows the failings of the bargain
counter shopper better than does this
shrewd merchant. And he makes so
instead of 5 per Cent on every sale.
Everyabing is mussy and colors are
garish. Moths have eaten into this and
dust has settled cin that. But the '.n-
man who tries to shop-against time
does not, notice these defects."
(KILLED IN "BLIND TIGER"
Proprietor of Illegal Saloon Slays Pa-
tron With a Mace.
T.inton, Ind!, Dec. 3.—Charles
Stewart died today froin the effects
ot 'a blow • on the head' with a mace
delivered by Frank Laonders, the
keeper of a "blind tiger' saloon at
Degger. a small town several miles
west of here. Stewart. it seems, be-
came involved, in an argument with
aricaher Man and the' keeper.
it is said. to quiet the combatants
struck' Siewart over the bead with a
. .
.. t
MESDAMES BRADSHAW WILL
ENTERTAIN THIS AFTER-
NOON
This Evening the Matinee Musicale
Club Gives Its "Open Affair" at
the Eagles' Home
••••••••••••••••MIOM.
Mesdames William Bradshaw, Sr.,
ad William Bradshaw, Jr., will en-
tertain this afternoon at cards at
their !ionic on 'Nest Broilwaa. com-
plimentary to alias Katherine Pow-
ell,
Matinee Musicale.
This evening tin' Matinee Musicale
dab will hold its "open meeting" at
the Eagles' Home on Sixth and
Broadway, at which time the entire
music
-loving public of the city is cor-
dially invited to be present and hear
the fine programme tip he sendered in
the big auditorium hall the follow-
ing which the club members enter-
tain with a reception in the home pat
lo E.
Confederate Dau"ghtcrc.
The Daaahters of We Coofede--
aey will meet this afternoon at 4:30
ei'tlock with Mb. Luke Russell of
West Jefferson street.
Delphic Club.
The Delphic club mests this morn-
ing At the Carnegie library on Ninth
and Broadway. 4isoid
#44;
Ladies' Auxiliary.
Mn. Thomas W. Robrrot of Hara-
han boulevard will entertain the
Ladies' Auxiliary of the Knights of
Columbus, tomorrow aft erhOOtt at
lit r home.
Surprise Party.
Complimentary to the eighteenth
anniversary of bia birthday. Mr. Jos-
eph Bergdolt 'as Sunday evening
ttndered a surprise party by a large
crowd of friends who swooped down
van!' him at the Bergdoll home
where a happy several hours was af-
terwards passed at games and refresh
meat'.
NOT A PRISONER FROM
ay MISSOURI COUNTIES
Jefferson City. Mo.. Dec. 3.—In get-
ting the hooks at the penitentiary in
shape to he closed at the end of the
pieaent month. Warden Hall discov-
ered that there are twenty-hise coun-
ties in the state that base not sent a
person to the prison this year.
Crime is decreasbig in Missouri.
judging from the arrivals at the pris-
on. In' the month just closed only
twenty-seven convicts were received,
while in the same month last year tit
prisongas came here. The total ar-
rivalit this year are 60. In the same
period last year 878 convict. arrived.
The fact that nearly one-fourth of
the counties in Missouri have eleven
months to their credit without %end-
ing a single man or woman to the
penitentiary will not fail•to'attract at-
tention. Such a thing has not hap- KNOXVILLE. TWIN.
retied in Nits:min during the last thir- LOS ANGELES, CAL.
ty years. LOUISVILLE, KY.
IN/PH.ATTAN, N. Y.
MfiNCHESTER, VA.
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As Many Others Have Done to
Their Great Delight and Satisfaction
GREAT DELIGHT AND SATISFACTION, MAKEIT A RULE
TO SAVE SOMETHING EVERY DAY, AT LEAST EVERY
PAY DAY AND DEPOSIT YOUR SAVINGS IN THIS BANK.
WE PAY PE RCENT INTEREST ON DEPOSITS.
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
227 Broadway 1
Caron Directory Company
Of Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Pafklellb, 11.have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below in the seam
Ing Register office at 523 Broadwa y, where the pub& is invited to call
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED
STATES.
List of Directories on File
For a New National Anthem.
Will not some one kindly compose
a new national hymn? We should dis-
hike to lose "The Star-Spangled Ban-
ner.- chiefly- because of its patriotic
origin on board an American frigate
diving a British bombardment. and
we love to recall snch incidents
that in Castle Garden. when Daniel
Webster, to the distress of his wife
and the delight of the audience, set
the example of rising, which has since
become common. .and, by main
strength and with mighty voice, join-
ing in the chorus with Jenny Lind.
But, after all only the words are
American. the alms-lows mush: being
that of "Anacreon in Hfaren." com-
posed by an Engliahman. It is there-
fore distinctively national only in part.
and after nearly a century of trying
service might well be laid upon the
shelf. A' yet more efficient reason
for seeking a sllbstitute is found in
the fact that the American people
have been trying in vain for nearly
a century to sing it. Despite the gen-
eral cultivation of voices, the en-
deavor of an audience today to re-
spond to the demand upon their pa-
triotic. spirit continues to be as pa-
thetic is it has ever been- desperate.
Even mit loyal navy takes "America"
in place of "The Star-Spangled Ban-
ner" it evening colors. From time to
time the suggestion is made that this
aabstitution be getterally made: hut
there again objection arises from the
fact that onty 'ir; words of 'Amer-
ica: too, are 'American On British
ocean steamships a prior right is tac-
itly accorded to the British. and ,"Crod
Save the King" issuing. While we
persist in adherence to "The Star-
Spangled. Banner- it is fitting that
this recognition alionld he extended
to our British cousins,. although as a
matter .of fact their'cTaim upon the
air for a national hymn is tin stronv-
cr than ottr5 and materially weaker
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than that of others. It V1 2,4 composed
by the Frenchman Lully in the sev-
enteenth centery, and was adapted to
the Hose of Hanover by Handel aril
promptly taken over by Switzerland
for "Ruftat du. mein Vaterland" 3;-
though the Hanoyerians never aban-
doned it, "Heil (fir int Siegerkrana."
not "Die Wacht am Rhein," being to
this day the national hymn of Ger-
many. Consequently. the eve-song of
British. Swiss. German and American
soldiers about to go into battle wi 'till
consist of the same music and a jum-
ble of words by Carey. Harries, Rev.
Samuel F. Smith and whoever wrote
the Swiss word a: For double quick, ,
marching "Vantkee Doodle" comic
ties to be satisfactory. and "Hail, Co-
lumbia.' is not without merit; but
"America" is of too common use
among the nations, and "The Star-
Spangled Banner- too throat-rend-
ing; so again we ask, will not some
one kindly present us with a new dis-
tinctively American tuitional hymn?--
George Harvey in the North Ameri-
can Review.
KING OF ABBY:".INIA
REPORTED SERIOUSLY ILL
Rome, Dec. 3.—Aecording to news
received lucre Friday from Adis-abes
ha, capital of Abyssinia. King Menes
lik is seriously ill and it is feared that
leave disturbances are likely to. oc-
cur in the struggle for the succession.
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the rate of hs.65 was adopted. The
judgment tgainst the city for several
thousand dollars occurred last year.
but the republican council failed to
i piovide for its payment in the tax
levy. The treconineetelation of the
board of public works for the street
fond was ignored and cut Sto,000,
and a consequence the appropriation
for the street department was ex-
hausted a few months ago, the ex-
penditures thereon being confined to
repairs of dangerous -places only,
cleaning the streets and disposing of
the dirt. No permanent street re-
pairs tele been made and this winter
will find them in bad condition.
The deficit occurs in the street de-
partment that was out Sio,000 from
the amount recommended by the old
board of public works, abut
on judgments that the general coun-
cil refused to .provide foe, !dig city
-hospital also ontributes eo ;the tie-
licit, and discillae contingent fund of
$25,000 will be .,overdrawn. The im-
provement of the electric light plant
cannot enter into the deficit for it
was provided for ` en the contingent
To show the utter disregard of the
republican couracil ler Noires, we
wish to call attention to the strong
efforts to also build a $23e000 bridge
across !stead Creek this year. Now
suppose that hi'd gone through. If
it had, the deficit 'would then run up
to nearly $30,gees.-
 Tbirs gives the
public an idea of the firrancieing abil-
ity of the present eepublicaa coun-
cil They hive sitsRly run the city
in debt and thate all :there is to it.
They thought they .wete smart en-
ough to cttt the tasf-Ale. apd conduct
the affairs of a growing city..peit
less money than their predecessors,
eisd have sitogbadiandif a rank failure
wet which is to their discredit. As
they claim credit for reducing the tax
rate, they certainly must beat the
discredit foe the deficit, which they
hand over to theie'ssneceslorti, and
v hich must be pravicted for by an
hterease in the tax rate next year. .
The worst part ,of the hlucklcr of
the republican general touncif is to
come. Say it takes JO cents more
next year to provide for The republi-
can deficit, that means to make the
rate it* the limit fixed by the con-
etitistion. This then will leave only
el 63 to meet the expenees of next
year, and if $t.65 will 'not 'meet the
cepenses for this year hone will that
rtoi meet the expensts of next year.
The only way out of it is for th; city
to increase the valuation of the prop-
erty, increase licenses, or to devise
some means to increase the-revenue.
This is a cold bdsiness proposition
heoed upon actual facts and no guess
work about it. If any of those astute
elites's' men in the republican gen-
eral council can figure. it c,u: 
ferently the public would be glad to
..f.'re it. The so-celled "cedeiction" in
the tax
int liobitu
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The Republican Deficit.
The republican organ, we mean
the Sun, endeavors to come to the
defense of republican general coun-
cil in th matter of a healthy deficit of
$eo,000 or over that It bequeaths to
its democratic successor.
The arguments used by the repub-
lican organ are very, very weak and
not stand before the cold applica-
tion of facts. The Sun says:
"No man can sit down and compute11:e expenses of a city for the ensu-ing twelve months. All that is ex-
pected of a general council is to ap-
proximate the ordinary expenses and
provide the money therefor. This
•general council did that and reduced
the tax rate from jogs te $1.65. Had
there been no unusual expenses, the
city would have come out whole at
abeiend of the year. Of this deficit.
wiiiilh is estimated at less than $ao,-
coo,: the cost of installing new ma-
chinery in the municipal lighting
plant will account for something over
432,000. There existed a deficit in the
hospital fund before any of the pres-
tent members were elected, and judg-
ments and costs, for which no allow-
ance was made, accounts for sonic
46,Ocio more of the .defied. Taken aP
a whole this council has made a won-
licrful record for economy "
In the matter of computing or ap-
proximating the ordinary expenses,
Ike present general council showed
incompetence' on the subject. One-
ball of the members hal been just
elected ancl consequently were not
competent to compute or approxi-
mate the figures, and the average
representative would have relied up-
Cm the figures recommended by the
mayor and ether officials who by•ex-
• perience were in a position jee know
Later than any one else, the amount
of funds necessary to meet the need
of the city. No one has accused th t !
combe, and the republicansgeneral council of improper use of 
made a dismal faire by slashing ap-the funds, but it stands convicted by propriations right and left'. and thenthe presence of the deficit of ?teeing keep on spending nenney and draw4ngused poor judgment in riducing the
en the eity'f'credit 'to raise the funds.tax rate. It is quite apparent that 
-T.esiness men employ different meth-I. the reduction was made as the re- 1i ods in business affairs. . There, ia!iiosuit of ignorance or the desire to ob- 
-.willowy id the rep cans meth-lain credit for reducing the rate when 1 
-(4N .
was nothing but bun-
have
,„„leteei,eetp be hOpeci that Judge' Reed's
If the general council , nd its or- charge to the grand jury on gam-
e/_.. gan v.111 turn to the 
ann
al report.
i
bling will bear fruit, but there Arc
. .made by the mayor aiiil various thou:0010 doubt any indictments on
boards at the first of thehrear, they that score. It Ss well known in this
ireitl see that the fault lies in tbe gen- city that gambling rooms have flour-
coil council arbitrarily fx., . e le- e!..ierneerfor years on Fourth street, and
xste top low. It could 
lit
eiliesektetri fp the bawdy houses, no great-
tax rate 25 cents more justeas easily lei. A-il.exists in this city. Within the
! c
..
as they cut it ao cents. and theft\I-t year the gambling hells of Pa-y 
--
.went on voting for improveitelits and ducah have wrecked the lives of many
borrowing money as they have done,
end which they are now dolitg, all of
which is in violation of i didlluDbs of office. If any citizen wes Ito go in
court and invoke the law the expen-
adire of money in many directions
.would .have to cease, and tfrItt' the
public would see the mess into-el/hid)
es the republican council lia;
city.
The sore need of new
et the light plant was pointed otitin
the mayor's anntral message and "the
report of the board of public works,
:end provisions was made for new ma.
chinery in the contingent fund of Sze,-
coo, so the republican ergan mis-
leads he public when it attempts to
, sliarge lay of the deficit to the recon
strtiction cot the light plant: that im-
eroYentept was contcmplate4 3vbeg
the experience of the city *hlt
such a proceeding wee unwareeuted.
promising young men, many instances
cif Which, never get into the news-
papers. It Would amazethe.people oil
this city .to really know the exact
number of young felheiVe
through the influence of the gambling
dens frthst go through life with a
shadenv over them. It is in the ,power
placç4Ake ot the grand bury to rcloie'everV pith-
I:c gambling room in the city, by
machinery' indicting those who operete them,
anderlie landlords who etreititlie
_ o
 :The pole rental ordinance is one
that should have been introduced
long ago. The decision. of the Unit-
ed States...cos/et jut
 tlee'NiciiiPhis 'Caw
was published by The Register short-
ly after it occurred, and for a year
ttr yo y bale wird she sity tQ VI-
.
aet such a law not only a-;"the means
of more revenue but to force the
I companies to get rid of some of themany poles along the streets, and
which can be done by the joint use of
pcles. The board of public works is
constantly fighting against the erec-
tion of more poles, and has sought
to force the companies to get to-
gether, but strange to say each one
prefers to have its own poles. The
city is entitled to .rental of . the
ground occupied by the poles and
when thelbcompanies are required to
pay a rental of two dollars a year
far each pole, they will soon reduce
the number through a joint arrange-d] eat.
All citizens should turn out to the
piass meeting to bcheld, at the :City
Hall tonight. The questions .tIs be
ciisenssed is one that should cotierit
'every home. ity'tteel citftThe timec,
Las come for raiikiiY change in, af-
fairs that affect the wegare of the
cite, and the opportunity is no; of-
fered for the good people to profit
by the advantage that has been se-
cured through the good offices of the
circuit judge.• The license, the free-
tiom and the priviteges—nay we
might say the 'respect" and consid-
eration, extended to the harlots and
gamblers in this city has been ito
g-eat that Paducah has accobred an
unenviable reputation abroad as a city
in which vice and evil flourishes to a
degree that is only excelled by that in
the most vicious slums ia the largest
cities.
It is time for the men who have
homes and property in this city to
be heard on the question. and for
them to give those in authority to
unlaerlta`nd that the time has come
when na officer shall dare to set :aide
the law and give free,reei te the law-
less, the vicious and the degraded set
that have done so much to tarnish the
fair name of this city.
Judge Reed has demonstrated that
when the officers of the law com-
mand obedience thereto?, the criminal
element St once submit. Having set
the pace, there is no reason why all
officers should sot live tip ,to their
oaths 2nd reduce crime la this city.
Ridding the City of Gambling.
(St. Louie Republic)
It is assuring to note the order,
given to every policeman to stamp outpokey games or -be dismissed from
the force whenever gambling is
proven to exist on his beat. This
leaves no avenue of excuse, and
should yield the desired results.
That the dismissal suggestion em
anated from Gov,' Folk is evidence
that results may be expected. A pielice officer who is thus put on en,
mettle is almost certain to performhis full duty.
With every patrolman keyed up t
surveillance by the kfiowledge that Is.
star must be forfeited if gamblingfound within his jurisdiction and net
reported by him, there should be small
opportunity fowthe evil *o live. Con-
stantly hunted down, 't must inev-itably give up the ghost. Policy writ-
ers have made it difficult to detect
their operations by the cunning habit
of moving from place to place, but
this syseem of eluding the law could(01 continue under the new police
methods of dealing with it.
The regulation is ell the more err-
of effect because it includes cap-tains; lieutenants and sergeants. The
order is more sweeping in it* aim
than any 'instruction that has ever
emanated from headquarters. If it is
rigidly enforced it ought to insure the
complete wiping out of the gambling
evil in SteoLoule.
GIVES WARNING TO COUNTRY
Chicago, Ill.. Dec 3.--Rabbi V.
Schantatber, at the Peoele's Liberal
church, said. 'This county can notgiven any evidence of true stability
or rise to the height of any lasting
or commending greatness unless that
greatness be based upon time highest
regard to the humanities and moral-ities and we substitute the rule of
gold for the gold of rule, if we plue
mammon ,befort man, Money befcire
morality, we write our own death wet
rant and seal our own docile.).
'Jacob Gould Schurman, presiden'"
olCornell university, a sane, rational,
clear-headed men, thinks that this
crueller ia lacing a revolution..Presi-
cent Schurman is no fireater, no in-
eendiarist, no hysterical socialiet. Yet
he thinks tirilees the multimillionaires
sesiih their rich, rapacious corpora-
tions hold themselves amenable to the.
law arid:Mikis the laws be reformed
revolution is bound to know.
_":111e opening years s>1 the vontiftli
• •
 t'
THE EXERCISES ARE STRICTLY PRIVATE, AND WILL BEHELD IN THE AFTERNOON, COMMENCING AT 4 O'CLOCK.AND BEING FINISHED IN ABOUT, TWO HOURS—THURS-DAY EVENING THE BRETHREN WIVL GIVE A GENERALSOCIAL FOR PLEASURE OF THE MEMBERS ONLY, A FINEPROGRAM BEING ARRANGED, AND 'TO BE INTERSPERSEDWITH REFRESHMENTS AND CIGARS—HOME ONE OF THEMOST ELEGANT STRUCTURES OF ITS KIND IN THE EN-TIRE STATE.
This evening the committee pre-
pat'ng for the dedication ceremoniee
of the Elks, will hold a meetiag at,
the tole,* building PI Aorth Fir."
street, anod finish on OK pro-
gram for that occasion. They hey-
'seen at eia.k on the document foi
the pest week or two, and the com-
pletion will be effected at tonight's
withering.
The dedication ceremonies are
strictly private, being oeen to only
the lodge members. The exercises
tart at 4 o'clock next Thursday af-
ternoon in the lodge-room at the
Elk's home, at which time the breth-
fen will follow the procedure laid
ou for these events in the ritual of
the order. It will take about two
hours to complete this work. while
the committee in charge has arranged
for a general social reception to be
held that night at the new structure
on North Fifth. This evening's fea-
ture is private also, and the
members will enjoy a fine program,
?nicker and light refreshments.
The dedication ceremonies are in-
cidental to the new building con-
structed by the lodge which is very
proud of ite, The grounds, structure
aad furnishings cost the brotherhood
about $35e000 and puts the order in
possession of one of the handsomest
homes to be found in this state.
It is of a superior standard of ar-
chIecture, the plans and specifies-
vans being drawn by Architect 0. D.
Stbmidit, while the structure was
erected by Contractor George Katter-
John, who has it and other substantial
buildings in this city to the credit of
he ability and skill.
The Elks' Home is elegantly tar-
nished, cbritaining all the respeciive
departments necessary for a lodge-
room and place of social gathering,
is ill doubtless be crowded Thursday
century And the blackest in the de-
velopment of the social, economic and
political life of this growing naton.
The creation of colossal corporate oc-
topi, with their consequent over-
capitalization and watering of stock,
the conduct of these stupendous en-
terprises in restranit of trade, the
building up of gigantic fortunes in
the fiends of the few, the discrimmi-
nating railroad rebating system, the
manufacture and sale of adulterated
'foods and drugs, the disclosure of the
stenchful, -unsanitary conditions in
the packing houses, tre tremendous
revelations of frauds in every depart-
enent of human activity in city, state
and nation, the insurance frauds en-
trapping. is their nets men in the
highest was of life, the postoffice
(frauds-and fitdian;frauds, :the school
fradds, ! the •receeit land,-grabbing
frauds the Pittsburg frauds, the Peen
syivania statehouse frauds,. .the 'Sate
'Francisco frauds, the ! Standard Oil
frauds and of frauds yet many more
and diverse .kinds, the bank wreckings/
robberies, forgeries, embezzlements
and defaiettions, the strikes, lockouts
boycots and _anarchistic savings e!tif,
history that fhese are among the
most trying and troublous times in.
the development of this country's so-
eia/ ecps2tnie and political lifet--
for the members. The lodgeroom
with brethren participating in thededicatory exercises.
The following committees have
charge of the affair:
Dedication Cormantee—T B. Har-
rison. chairman, Frank Fisher, J. j.
Dorian. A. M. Foreman and Harry
G. Johnson
Invitation Committee—G. R. Davis.
chairman, R. P. Clements, H. C.
Rhodes and W. If. Parley.
Program Committee—W, If. Far-
ky, chairman, A. M. Fereman and
R. Fe Ashbrook.
Reception Coutenittes—Chas Veifla
clriirman. T. B. Harrison, Dr. J. D.
Robertson. J. T. Donovan. W. H.
Farley and R. C Davis.
Special Building Committee—G. R.
Davis. chairman, W. H Farley. S.
B. Hughes, A. W. Grief, R. T. tight-
CLOCK BRIGHT NOW
'rook Just One Week to Get Ebsetric
Light Into City Hall Cupalo.
After just one week ..f eclipse. the
City Hall clock, in the tower was
eisibie Sunday .night, when someone
slipped up there and fixed the elec-
tric light which went out the preced-ing, and left the tower in darkness,
therefore the public could ret tell the
time by glancing up. The dilatory
manner in which the clock was look-
after causN1 much inrofivenience,
and especially to the poor peeple
many of them have neither watch.';
or clocks, the place of which is taken
by the city deck.
NEW REVIVAL RECORD MADE
tvangetist Sunday's Meetings at Ke.
wince Close With 2,763 Con-
versions.
Kewanee, Ill., Dec. 3.—With aos
conversions during the day, Evange-
list W. A, Sunday of Chicago tonight. . .
closed,
 
the most remarkable series .of
evangelistic meetings ever held in the
Anited States. The total ;umber of
conversions was 2,763. urlington,
Iowa, with 2,48e conversions in loos,
has held thc evanvelistie record until
today
. usee'esessesseses.sel.ersie!.i.J....u..
foot, L. A. Lagornarsiuo an
kv-tzie jr.
-.es.,
Memorial Services Sunday.
The annual memorial ceremonies
Sunday afternoon at The Kentucky,
were the largest attended ever core-
ducted by the secret order, since its
existence in this city,' as there was
only standing room upon the•orches-
tia floor of the playhouse,.while the
belcony was filled comfortably. Hun-
dreds were there and the exercises
were very impressive anti entertain..
Mg. . 
. 
i
The lodge members met et the'
Elks' Home on North Fifth, *fedi
'marching across to the opera house,
there formed in serth-circht upon the
stage where they remained seated
throughout the ceremonies. Rector.David Wright delivered the,invoca-
tion in an impressive manner, and
this was followed with the exercisesbeing opened by the ritual, accom-panied by an address from Judge R.1'. Lightfoot the exalted ruler of the
order. The double quartette then
rendered several pieces, those in itbeing Mrs. Lelia. Wade Lewis, MissAnne Bradshaw, Mts. James Weille,Mrs. Wm. C. Gray. and MessrsEmmett Bagby, Edward Scott,Harry Collins. and Robert Chastaine,Hon. Emmett W. Bagby deliveredthe general eulogistic address, thatdwelt upon the qualities and traits ofthe deceased brethren who are Geo.Q. hart, David L. Sanders, MendofW. Johnson and Wnt. Porteous, andiii whose memory the exercises wereheld. 
.
I lion. Hsi S. Corbett, with his us-ual flow of beautiful oratory, and ina manner deeply impressive, pre-
sented the oration of the day, holdinghis auditors enthralled for many,
minutes.
Mr. Joseph Desberger, who former.ly . followed a theatrical profession,
recited "Thanatopsis" and this waxfollowed by the lodge and audience
s;figing "Nearer My God To Thee '
The brethren on the stage then all
watched past an urn into which eachdropped a fragment of "Forget-11e-
Not" emblematic of their remem-brance ol the deceased biothers. Tht
closing features were from the ritual.
followed by singing the "Doxology'is hen the benedication %%It then pro-
norneed by Rector Wright. ..Foe the occalion the stage wagprettily decorated, with a brilliant
slat as a center setting. As the net
coes progressed appropriate electrical.
Laurels were producd very elective-
ly.
C1-1(3 BUILDING
AsDipetess 114,
Six of the ten alderinen have goneferward, as have the highest officersof the strongest lodges in the city,besides business men ana official oflabor unions..' Neatly half the mem-bership of the local military companyhas been converted. Five thousandpeople attended the services tonightand 3,00o were turned away. Efforts
are being made to have Mr. Sundayhold an extra matting tomorrone
night.
TO 'SIT IN JUDGMENT
IN LOU DILLIVN CASE.
New York. December 3.—Maj, J. F.Johnston, president of the NationalTroting Association, and several
naembers of the board or review, who,are to sit in judgment on the Memphis --gold cu race, in which it was (4410that Lou Dillon' was 'drugged at the
meeting, which Will begin Tuesday at •the Murray Hill Hotel, arriced:
 itv, •New York yesterday.
Another case on the docket is that .of A. L. Thomas, who was ruled off' . lfor life-at the 'Grand 
-Circuit meitintein Syrasuce last September. After use
accident Thomas asked permission to
withdraw his ircirse from the race.This was refused. He thereupon tookthe horse off the track' and refusedto start him, in the third_beat. .Fot.this the judges expelled hini- front -everyrace track in Airinick ;1614..•
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D BROADWAY AND MODERNWOODM N JOINT SESSION
JEFFERSQN RECONSTRUCTION ELECT OFFICERS
1 •--
FIRST AND SECOND PASSAGE GIVEN BY COUNCIL LAST NIOSIT
TO ORDINANCE STIPULATING THAT BROADWAY AND,
• JEFFERSON SHALL BE 'IMPROVED FROM NINTH TO:
ELEVENTH WITH WHICHEVER AUTHORITIES DECIDE
ON, BITULITHIC, ASPHALT OR PAVING BRICK—MAYOR
WANTS FIREMEN RELEASED FROM NECESSITY .OF EXE-
'‘CUTING BONDS, AND DESIRES THAT CITY PAY OUT OF
• PUBLIC TREASURY, THE BOND PREMIUMS OF POLICEMEN
—FIRE LIMITS WILL BE EXTENDED, WHILE COUNCIL
DOES NOT WANT ANY MORE FRAME OUTHOUSES ERECT-
j" ED—MUCH BUSINESS B/IFORE BOARD.
Prospects if Broadway and Jeffer-
son streek beitsig reconstructed from
Ninth to Eleventh street took 'defi-
nite shape during the meeting of the
council last evening at the City Hall,
as first and second adoption, was
given the ordinance providing that
these two thoroughfares be improved
between the points mentioned with
either bitulithic, asphalt or paving
brick. The measure peoyides that
bids shall be taken on each character
of material, and the contract let for
whatever kind the city ipthorities
deem advisable. The work is to be
paid out of what moneyis left of the
street bond issue. The ordinance
stipulates that the street shall not be
reconstructed antil there is completed
the new sanitary, and storm water
sewers that will be placed beneath
Broadway and Jefferson, under the
contract fet to Mr Bridges, Who has
atarted the work for the new sewer
dtstrict, hi-commencing at Eleventh
and Kentucky avenue.
As it will be some weeks before the
sewers are finished under Broadway
and Jefferson between Ninth and
Eleventh, probabilities are it will be
next spring before reconstruction is
started at tbeee points.
The council gave first and' second
addption to an ordinance which corn-
Is all telephone and telegraph com-
panies to pay into the city treasury
'very year, $3a log each and every
these grisate corporations main-
)fl public streets and alleyways
up their overhead wires. The
cc as &eon provides for no
and is good fne nein year
bat will obe 1Nnended 40 it
ective always, and the penalty
fixed. If the companies fall to pay
the rental in twenty days alit's enact-
ment of the law, they forfeit their
license to do business.
A measure was presented, providing
for concrete udewalks on F.igth be-
tween Washington and Clarke Tercets.
shut the draft *as referred to the city
solicitor, for there to be included
provision that Eighth have concrete
pavements all the way from Wash-
iugton to Tennessee street.
; 2nitial passage was given the meas-
are calling for concrete pavements on
both sides of Fountain avenue from
tBroadway to Jefferson sweet. The
insprosement is to be completed by
diveonunths after final adoption of th
*ordinance.
, &here was presented, but refer rd
In the city solicitor for some changes.
an ordinance, prohibiting anyone do-
g a grocery or any other business at
one room of a buildMg. to *ell liquor
2a another room, with doors consect-
ing the grogshop quarter with that
occupied by the grocery, etc. • T
does not apply to hotels. The fioe
Ito to Soto per day for 'violation of
lithe law.
The bills against the city were-al-
11 awed, as were the public officers' pay-
toils. The allowanees included &bona
$6.goa. which is the last payment de'
city schools, as their portion of
pahlic tastes. The monthly (man-
statement was filed it *hieing a
Ihilditee on hand November tat, h
110,665.93, while during that month givcalbti °rdinance• lnalirngPerma-
oes.ao was collected, $26,561.2g neat the' position of "city stock catch-
er- whit% has been a tesneweary, andapetseled, !caving a present balance
$44.539-70. appointive job heretofore, eicelpied
it has always custom .sr by. Lycurgus Rice It will be perma-
ted,eyery
market-
tobia na-
m:.412,rty jr:.oundptionniire hi
:Les,
se. He
'<Weds hours
YeAli$
d old
stilit" ;his
n'eittid
1aei
been the
city government, to compel mon-
s of the fire department to execut
akiad. guaranteeing the faithful perk
liormance of their duty. As the men
handle no money, or do anythiag
nistessitato.g suits ageism them. 
Mayor Yeiser recommended to the
cowed that hereafter the stationmen
be relieved from having to give laond.
This suggestion, was reterrect tet;the
fire and police committee for investi-
gation, as was the recommendation of
Ithe mayor that hereafter the city gov-
ieriwnent pay out of the publicireasury
he premiums the police are compelled
to pay indemnity companies to go on
the bond* they have to execute on
becoming members of the polke. de-
partment. •
The Mame of the 'Friendless had a
communication befOre the council,
disking for an increase sal the $70
thly allowance made this distill
institution out of the public
sury the year arotind. The mayor
he thought this increase should
ot come up until the new legislative
fficials go into office the first of next
eat, but that the ladies had asked
to lay the matter before the coun-
how. The latter decided to'let
request go over for consiettn-•
of the incoming boards, but ek-
ed that for this month the home's
ance be raised, from $70 to Stool
Wier %flatware maw, as vbeir
ution la growing and they ate
.heavier enpease every asatidi.
C city solicitor was orderedoto
to the eosin of appeals, the
Olive Camp of Woodmen.
to pay as Igoe license to do business This evening Olive camp of the
in this city. Woodmen of the World, elects its
To the board of poblic work. was uew officers, during their meeting in
opassed- Ole question of-4gittspcllia, North Fourth street lodgeroom.
owniis of bIllboards to mink baik 
.
from the public sidewalls. their boards,
distant.* equal to the heighth of the
•strecture, so as to ores-sot it falling
on anyone should the wind Mow it
down.
Stith and Vincent were greeted a
license to opal a saloon at q33 Sk)imb the members meet with Dr. Reynolds
Third street., of South Sixth street near Broadway
There was receised and filed the air. and during the sessum Dr. N. A.plication of Sewerage Inspector
'Smith lectures on "Anatomy of Thilaundsroan, who want* to be re-elected 
.1tee" while 1)r. Reyeattle lectures orito that position. 4pr awe.
''Dcseases of Tbe Eye."To the board of supervisor, was
sent the complaints of Will Roark, Mr.
Rainey and others. who contend thew
are ..osessed entirely too'
-high for city fax igagreses.
License Inspector George Lehnhard
W4G ordered to warrant at once, every-
body eibii has nut paid their 1906 city
license.
Councilman Kolb silted that an or-
dinance be brought at extending the
"tire limits" from cieescut boiendaries.
so as to include all thalportiihs
city. commencing at Monroe street
a4k the river,, going out Monroe to
Strength. up Seventh to Clark, down
Clark to the river, and alone the
water's edge to place of beginning. at
,and the river.
He requested that this:new measure
prohltnt the erection of little frame
outhouses and such other wooden
structnres upon rear premises. The
committee Mb* directed to bring in
the new bill lo this effect.
• First and 'second adoption 4as
' lit
THE NEW OFFICIALS BE IN
STALLED NIGHT -OF DEs'.1.,
CEMBER reTII
Annual Election Held By the Cath-
olic Knights and Ladies of Am-
erica—Other Bodies.
Camp No. 11313 of the Modern
suit wherin Mrs. Crpteisteld got va,000'-4`------,Woodinen of America, last night met
judgment against‘ itS oa account at their hall over Walker's drug store
of her husband fann 'ffroin 'the South at _.Fifth and Broadway, and elected
Sixth street island creek bridge, and the Officers who are to serve during
being killed. homes elect ordered that the coming year, as follows:
an appeal be tete* Willie case-where Consul, A. J. Bamberg; advisor,
Marion Lander got • g750 jutiga3eni-Dt..-W. R. Washburn; banker, T. E.
against the city and contractors;, for Ford; clerk, J. )-I. Fritzius; eecort,
injuries she received, by falling into Coleman Boyd; watchman, Harry
an open storm sewer trencip on Ken- 'Utiles; sentry, E. E. Schaeffer; phy-
tucky avenue near Sinals street. ,sicians. Dr. W. R. Washburn and Dr.
An ordinance was 'directed to' .be J. C. Freelaud; managers, James P.
brought in proteidies. ;bat, there be Maloney and Auburn Milburn.
graded and graveled the rowing -The attendance was very large last
4,r. between Third evening, and the sessions of deep in-
terest. This lodge now oumbers aoo
• Cop members, and they install the new of-
nolOrbe-"ffeers the night of December 17th.
Catholic Knights and Ladies. I
The annual election of officers
was held last evening by the Cath-
die Knights and Ladies of America,
et their hall in the Elks' old quarters
on North Fourth street. Those
chosen to officiate for the next
twelve months are:
President, Henry Schnieder; 'vice-
president, Mrs. Manic Roberts; Re-
cording secretary, Mrs. Katie Lydon;
financial secretary. Mrs. Maggie
McCreary; treasurer, John J. Dorian;
the complain of Copeland. trustee, Mts. A. 'I'opp for three years.
The license and ordinance corn-1 The first Monday night in January
mittee was directed to meet sometime these new officers will be inducted in-
this mouth and revise the city liceine to their respective positions,
ordinance that wilt show what every
class of business and profession has
from Harrison no
and Fourth St
The mayor r
land, the new
cues John T
son street, had
old telephone
Mr. Terrell $1.
'phone, but that just as soon ts be,
Mr. Copeland, moved into the place
the company raised the rate ot $.1
per month. Mr. Copeland wanted the
city to take it up, but the mayor ex-
plained to the council that the tele-
phone company went rampant, and
unbridled, and could charge whatever
rate they wanted, therefore the muni-
cipality had no right to interfere.
Nothing was done except file away
properties
• TOW.,
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b
set to be
'fire de-
of dry-
.linae,gotten
action of the
mayor 11 Pay*. '.`$5.0Cioi$ judg-
ment gotten *aka 4.111`kelity by Mir
Cornelia tit of her
hip his dumped
from t ' was rid-
ing, when AtI41-eililitAgLOf the rig went
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•- Medical Society.
I he McCracken Oiunty Medical
society will not elect it: officers to-
night as usual, but hos changed to
ti:e last Tuesday cloning of the
nionth for this undertaking. Tonight
Other Meetings.
'The school board meets tonight in
monthly session at the Washington
bedding on West Broadway, while
tbc trustees of Carnegie library gads-
cr tonight at the building on NAnth
and Broadway, for their December
testion.
NOT REGIMENT'S
FIRS'! OFFENSE
Twenty Fifth Infantry "Shot up a
Town" Once Before.
Washington. Dec. 3.—The war de-
partment is preparing for an investi-
gation by congress of the case of corn
panics of the Twenty-fifth infantry.
recently discharged without honor by
'order of President RooseVelt. and .to
this end has compiled a record of ne.
goo troops .dating back to the civit
'war.. -It it said that thSs record di'-
(loos a state of airs not generally
known, and that once before et least
the Twenty-fifth infantry "shot up
a town."The affair happened in 1885
at Fort Sturgis, Dak. Some of the
negro soldiers went on a rampage
similar to that at Brownsville. Tee.,
and one of their number killed a
citizen. In that case, however, the
citizen took the matter into their
own hands, forced the troopers, un-
er pain of death to disclose the name
of the man who did the killing and
then took him out and lynched him.
Aged
Sterfind,
tr;f hsier Evers,
Couple Married.
III., Dec. 3.—William
eel years old, and Agnes Rivers
IlLs!Opribrte force, 71 years old, both of Manlius, Bureau
Aries that „ccunty. were married today. The
rc- ceremony brings thirty-four children
i4fr collec-I into 'thc
FOR ELECTIONS
THE MAYOR STNDS READY
READY TO ASSEMBLE
BODIES
Cowed-linen Have Left it With the
Aldermen as to When Session
Will Be Conducted.
Last night just as the council ad-
journed, Mayor Yeiser informed the
members that ,he stood ready to call
fqr them at any time, the special ses-
silts always held during December
by the combined counciInutnic and
aldermani4 bodies, for " purpose of
electing thi marketmaeter, city weigh
er, license inspector and the other
similar. officials. The council talked
the matter over informally, and as
they are ready at any time, told the
mayor for him to learn what night
would suit the aldermen best, and
that would be agreeable to them for
es assemble the joint bodies,
on whatever date that is. The alder-
men have their regular sess'ion
Thursday night, and by then they
will be ready to announce the time
satisfactory for the general gather-
ing..
It is rumored that before the joint
meeting is held Atte to boards will
complete their caucus, the first ses-
sion of which was conducted one
week from last night. At these gath
erings they will decide who they want
to elect at the open meeting to the
different places. Several of those to
be elected have already been settled
inson, and the balance of this arrange
sent will be perfected before the
f,pen session of both bedew. It is
believed the aldermen will select
some night next week as the time.
ONE EXONERATED;
OTHER MUST ANSWER
To Show Cause Why They Should
Not Be Disbarred.
Chattanooga, Ivan-, Pee. 3.-s-14.1-
10%1E4 the *port of .01 Grieeance
Committee of the Bar 'Association,
which was not made public until Sat-
urday, concerning the professional
conduct of Attorney W. B. Miller, R.
T. Cameron and John 0. Benson,
Judge Allison of the circuit court.
who ordered the investigation, gave
an order this morning exonerating
M. Miller, but requiring Messrs
Benson and Cameron to appear be-
fore the cow next Saturday and
show cause hy charges of unpro-
fessonal conflict should not be sus-
tained and their names should not
be stricken from the rolls as prac-
ticing attorneys in the state.
CREATES LIFE IN CRYSTALS
Professor's
Result
Experiments Apparently
in Organic Denelop-
ment.
New York,' Dec. 3.—"Liquid crys-
tals." showing apparent life, have
been artific.aUy prodveed in the lab-
oratory of fltofessor Lchmainn pt
Karlsruhe, according to information
just received 'igie the experts at the
physical research laboratory of Co-
iumbia trnivetsing.
The infinitesimally, small crystals.
which Lehmann calls "individuals",
seem to be atelacted to each other,
thus producing -twin crystals, which
develop a dark serpentine line ex-
tending from the outer .surface to
the center. This *haws a perfect
analogy with the springing up of a
bud, as observed in the cose of micro
organisms.
FAMILY HAS DIVORCE \I \NI \
Timms of Omaha Have Five 'Mar-
riages and Five Separations.
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 3.--Creorgc
Timrcewho was divorced in -Stay, has
married his brother's wife, who was
divorced in June. George's sister was
married the same day. This makes
five marriages and five divorces in
the Timm family in 'Cie years.
Killed By Long Fall.
'Harvard, Dec. 3.—Albert
Gauzlin, aged at years, while em-
ployed on an icehouse being built by
the Boyce Ice Company at Fontana,
nine miles from here, was killed to-
day by falling thirtyqour feet.
**************************
tft 
•
• NEWS IN 3RIEF.
•
********************** *MP
—Mr. John VaoCulin is quite ill at
his hotel in New York. He is a
brother of Messrs Nolen and David
N,anCulirt.
—David Narraway, the ship car-
penter, had' his hand' bally mashed
yesterday by a heavy timber falling
on it at the dry docks.
—Conductor Tom Keekan*s f-eight
train, No. 155, split a 'switch at
Greenville, Ky., yesterday mottling,
and sent eight coal cars ta the each.
The wrecker went out horn here and
cleared up the debris.
—givetsidie hospitar: "vis:ting
staff" fod December and January, is
composed. of the following doctors
v.-ho will look after the pauper eases
of the tiatisre mentioned: Dr. C. E.
Purcell, eye, ear, nose and throat; Dr.
Odrian Hoyer, genito-urinary; Drs'
Horace Rivers and Phil Stewart, sur-
gerw; Drs. Henry Duley and W. J.
Mass, medicine; Dr. B. B. Grif-
fith, obstetrics.
—Mr. Andy Bauer, the potteryman,
is contemplating starting a factory.
to manufacture sewer and other
kinds of piping.
—Mr. R. H. Dale is very ill of
pneumonia at his home in the V G S-
s i Nit° n section.
—Messrs John Smedley, Roy Hurt
and John Breckenridge *Font Sunday
tio the Obio river hunting, killing o6
ducks in three hours.
Bishop Seymour Improved,
Springfield, Ill, Dtc. 3.—The con-
dition of Bishop Seymour of the
Episcopal diocese of Springfield to-
day showed slight improvement.
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderrna Cream
Prevents and cures chapped rough
skin. Makes the skin soft, smooth
and white, Removes all blemialies
caused by the cold winds.
I.
Delightful to use after shaving.
For sale only at
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
FORMER BANK PRESIDENT
FOUND GUILTY BY JURY
Birmingham, Ala., Dec. 3.—After
having been out all night the jury in
the case of Gordon Dubose, former
president of the defunct First Na-
tional bank of Easley, charged with
misappropriation and embezzlemena
of a national bank's funds, returned
a verdict in the federal court Satur-
day morning, finding the defendant
guilty on all counts of misapplica-
tion of funds, but not guilty on all
counts of abiteaction and embezzle-
-trent. There were 172 counts in the
,indictment and the amount InvohitTrt
was about $48 coo, which sum, it is
alleged, Dubose lost in cotton specu-
lation. The trial had been in prog-
ress two weeks.
IT DOES NOT PAY TO
TAKE CHANCES IN BUY-
ING SHOES—IT'S TOO
•
EASY TO GET POOR ONES
Che
Hnvil Brand
SCHOOL SIM IS A PROPER BLENDING OF ,GOOD MA-
TERIAL, SKILLED WORKMANSHIP AND TASTY STYLE.
GIVE THESE EXCELLENT
SCHOOL SHOES JUST ONE
TRIAL AND THEY WILL SOON
PROVE THEIR WORTH.
Cochran Shoe Co.
405 BROADWAY
-ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTKII---THAT'S QUALITY:"
Souvenirs!
TODAYTN REE!FREE!
AT
WARREN & WARREN'S
OF 403 BROADWAY
WATCHES, DIAMONDS AND JEWELRY.
Advertise in the Register and get results
Jo con- NOW is the time for you to fill yew• lb. bids put Lump 1
'Boul Kentucky an'a Coai
Aisoldiaief is' LIME:ani CEMENT. :Agent Pa Whit
Agatite Cement. "KING OF:CFSIENT."
.11 41, Conninvhani,
wrst Thones: Oki 940,111sm 246. a ; a V,- )1s4Voidams troet
Nut 12c
-
•
•
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Where the
Skin Chaps
We rcornmerd the use of
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing healing and
softening . application . tor
chapped or cracked skin or lip&
Is a one night cure for
chapped lips and skin rough-
ness; Heals, softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or
greasy. Rubs right into the
skin.
J. 12. Ochischlaeger
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
First.
Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shins with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
Phone aoo.
NOTICE
HiEhest Prices Paid for Second-Haod
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Bay anything and sell ever ythieg.
sig‘22o Court Street: end Phone
1316%.
Clem Fransiola
A. S DABNEY1
DENTIST—.
True-art Suilding•
TEL. 7511-
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent
eor Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone e
PADUCALL liCENTUCKY.
DR. W. C MIRAN=
(Horaeopatkist.)
Office 3o6 Broadway—PI-one tie
Residence, Its Ereadway. #
?um. owe
Dr. B. T.11aii
Office with Dr. Rivers & River., tall
worth Fifth, 3oth Phones 355.
Residue* 1041 t.lay, Ole Phone 1610
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLER.
WM- MARBLE.
Hendrick, Mille;
titt• Marble
LAWYEItS.
Practice in all the courts of die
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms t, a and 3 Register Bail&
lag, 523 1-3 Broadway.
DR. R. F. HEARNE
BROOLHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
OLIVER. OLIVER & M'GREGON
LAWYERS
IS CONFIDENT OF
HIS ACQUITTAL
So Certain is Mrs. Harry Thaw That
She Arranges for Home
in Paris.
New York. Dec. 3.—Mrs. Harry K
Thsw is confident of Os acquittal of
her husband at his forthcoming trial
for the killing of Stanford White. in
an interview Sunday she said she
was already negotiating for the pur-
chase of a home its Paris, where she
ni,d her husband- will take up their
permanent residence, if her expeCta-
tions of his liberation from prison is
realized. Mrs. Thaw said:
"When Harry leaves theprison we
shall take the first ship from New
York, leaving America behind for-
evef. I .. have already made arrange-
prepts with a Paris real estate firm
for the purphase of a modest Iiiiiise
in the Champs Elysees district. You
ses how certain I ant of Harry's ac-
quittal. .
"I would rather live in Paris than
in any other city in Europe. We both
feel it would never do for tq to re-
main here after this trial, so I urn
making all arrangements to locate
permanently in the French capital "
\ 
The Tobacco Crisis.
(Louisville Herald.)
Niattcrs have. Tii the tobacco Rath.
of Kentucky, reached a crisis. The
struggle between the Tobacco Trust
snd the Tobacco Planters has taken
on a very grave aspect. A veritable
condition of civit war is reported
Irons Caldwell comity, in the dark
tobacco county. Tobacco barns have
bten burned, private resiaences giv-
en over to the flames, crops destroy-
ed, individuals white-capped, and ter-
rerism inaugurated in a peace.loving
aim law-abiding sectioa.
For all such outbreaks an explana-
vo an can be found d lt is the duty
o back of the State to gck to first
cause% in every 
suci 
instance. The
tobacco purchasers organized a trust.
Their right to combine no one can
question. The tobacco raisers. com-
plaining that the trust etst doss n the
price oi their products to less than a
living wage, formed a combination of
their own Such an organization was.
also, well within their rights.
The two associations have come in
cenffiet. The American Society of
OFFICES: Redo% Ky., rear buil Equity, as-the planter*: association is
Marshall County; Paducah. kir- termed. has. the sympathy 4.f the
Room 114 FraternIty Building. masses in the First. Seeoad and 'Third
congressional districts. wheer the
1Sew 'Pbese ILL dark tobacco interests are important.
There is a growing sympattis with
OW 'Phase 4114
 S IL T. LIIIIMPOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practice in all courts of ICA
tacky.
E H. l'RYEARMOVING WAGON IN CONNEC- •
TION. Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, By.
New 'Phone ego.DR. HOYER
Room acs) Fraternity Building.
Offiee 'phone Old 331 R. Residence
phone old 464- iZZalimi
I NOW IS THE TIME"
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCORPORATED
306 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack*
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion oet of Paducah.
For the Round Trip toS8.00 Ten nessea river & retie
It is a trip of pleasure, corneae
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave eat*
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas
Koger, superintendent; Frank E
Brown, agent 1IES.nf'B
Ors Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Dace and Residence, Rooms 3 sal
Ciductihia litaiterow
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Issuance, Corporatioa awl •
meet Rasear UMW.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYZBIL
Rooms to, it and t2. Colusoia Eld$
PADUC.AH, KY.
H. T. Rivers, M. 1).
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIPTII
TELHIPTIONES:
Resider ee 296 Office ssa
ALBEN W. BARKLEY
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah
Kentucky.
Excursion Rates on
The River
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage Loot
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth inclodsiL 4•1• •••■••
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. Pert7
of five or over liz.5o each, withost
meals; "leo with meets.
Good music on all the boats. For
tirthcr particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Oen. Pus. Apia
or GIVEN FOWLER, City•Paga
Agent. Moss is. , 
tlis objects of the society in other
sections of the state. The Lexington'
Herald has its doubts of the wisdom
..f the organization -and that of its
effort'-:
"We .want to publish all the facts
about this movement for the benefit
l
of the piople of this section. If it
tan accomplish what its supporters
claim. it will be of enormous benefit.
I i it cannot accomplish what is
claimed for it; if it engenders the
spirit uhich seems to have been
aroused in the dark tobacco district:
if it .fails to accomplish its object
!ter tying up the crop of tobacco.
. s.: leads to financial stringency in
tie• section. its results uil be de-
p:vrable.-
The OwensIst.ro Inquirer Comes to
the defense *bf the Ametican Society
; f Equity in a nowlerats expression
of unquestionable soundness:
-lt must not be forgotten that the
farming clement. like that in all vo-
cations which can be performed by
naskilled labor, pos.sesses some it-0
ignorant people. and all ignoront peo-
plesare fanatical: their prejudices are
easily aroused, and they are quick to
resort to violence to avenge a real or
fancied wrong. But it would he un-
just to the farming class as a whole
to criticise them for organizing for
their mutual protection because a law
lois element .among them resorts to
illegal and criminal aCt!t. It is the
duty of the Americati Society of
Lirity to put fiwth every effiirt pos-
sible to run down and convict the
wembers of the society who may en-
gage in such outrages as the 11-erald
complains of."
The American Society of Equity
will do itself honor by weeding out
of its membership all the lawless de-
ments. The conditions reported from
Caldwell are certain to attract uni-
versal attention. The American na-
t.on must have peace' within its bor-
ders. but peace cannot lit! had simul-
taneously with injustice and lawless-
reFs in any form. The trust that
-.could deny the producer a living
profit—by a living profit we mean
, se adequate .to provide American
standard of living—is just as lawless
Ps the ignorant incendiary or mad-
dened white-capper.
What is needed 'is drastic legisla-
tica, evenly enforced, to prevent in-
roads from any quarter on the rights
any fit I7C11 or body .if citizens.
REMOVES DIVORCED PASTOR
Congregation at Evansville Expels
Minister Who Got Secret
Decree.
Evansville. Ind., Dec.. 3.—At
meeting of the members of St. John's
Evangelical church here. this afters
noon Rev. August Lange was remov-
ed as pastor. there being but six dk-
s-Tifing votes. Tie recemly obtained
a sestet dii,orce from his wile:.
***-***********************
* THE LOVE LETTERS OF *
A TRUE WOMAN. *
teestimmesetteeeteeseomeeet
Et is said of the 111411 Chester Gil-
lette, accused; of the murder of Grace
Brown, that he abandoned her be-
cause she was unfit to move in the
"social circles" to which he had won
admission, or still aspired.
The most complete answer to
is furnished by the letters writteu by
the girl to him and read in court the
other day. • s
As to the guilt or innocence of the
accused. the Examiner ha% 00 OPifliOta
to express but as to the innate gen-
tleness and beauty of soul of the girl,
now dead, these letters speak convinc-
ingly.
Each letter breathed. the spirit of
love, of gentleness, of that sclf-sacri-
lice through countless ages men
have unwarrantably demanded of wo-
men, and, receiving, have themselves
become more selfish, inure exacting.
A more pathetic revelation of the
depth of woman*N love wiss never
made public.
To reprint the letters here would
be impossibble. Here are two bricil
extracts:
"I have been bidding good-by tol
some places today. There are so
many nooks, dear, and all so dear.
First I said good-by to the spring-
house with its great masses of green
moss, then the apple tree where we
had our playhouse •• • and. of
course, all the neighbors who have
mended my dresses front a little tot
up."
"The world, and you, too, may ,think
I sm the oat to blame. but somehow
I can't—just simply can't—think I
am, Chester. • • • My little sister
came up just a minute ago with her
hands full of daisies and asked if I
didn't want my fortune told. I toll
her I guessed it was pretty well told."
Whether Chester Gillette is gel:1y
or not guilty ol the clinic wills whi•S
he is charged it is improper here ;
speak. But it may be said uSli all
emphasis:
The girl uho wrote these lettess
was by nature titled to move no any
society in which true, sincere. unself-
ish womanhood finds a places—Chica-
go Examiner.
Phone Girls' Training.
Washingt..n.  girl." are to
he put through a contrite Of sical traM-
ing to teach them the proper voice
modulation. according to a report
which is being whispered around one
of the big downtown telephone ex-
changes. The scheme is not new in
at least two of the big Eastern cities,
New York and Philadelphia. but up
to this time it has apparently not ap-
pealed to Washington telephone man-
agers. One of their number recently
went to New l'orlc. saw a class of
Coitleines operator divipities being out
through a "course of ;rants" tinder
a competent vocal teacher, and has re-
turned lull of enthusiastic regard for
the scheme, which he declares will
transform the most car-splitting.
rasping, tile-like feminine sisell—o!"
Or "wait-ing!" into a sound like the
gentle murmuring of the lyre bird.
The object of the proposed training
is to teach the phone operators to
cencentrate the sound of their voices
upon the mouthpiece of the instrn-
ment. thns enabling tioem to sink the
voice into the pitch of a soottorig
whisper. To perfect the scheme ail!
mean that any operator will be able to
talk freely into the tistrument with-
out being beard more than a foist or
two away. In consequence the ale me
exchange room, far from retesilihrta
a cage of chattering magpies. will.
seem. 24 much as distributing mem; is
concerned. like Pharaoh's tomb.
"It's an easy thing to learn." says
this enterprising manager. whose fer-
tile brain conceives great possibilities
in the scheme. "and I thin the girls
will take kindly to it. ha a way, they
will soon get wise to a few tricks
of ventriloquism. It is only neces-
sary to siusse lipe in a certain way
to send all the sound intei the month-
piece. even when it is Rome diciance
away. Doctors have told tic that a
constant use of this method will give
the lips a permanent set, but I have
noted some operators who have been
at it for several years. and yet their
lips resembled those of an unkissed
debutante.**
The manager gave no hint as to the
possibilities he might see in the
thought that by the use of ventrilo-
quism one -hello girl' could do the
work of many.— Washingt4 Times.
AUSTRALIA AFTER OIL TRUST
Prosecution of American Combine
Said to Be Contemplated.
llelhourne. Dec. 3.—It is rumored
here that the federal government con-
templates prosecuting the Australian
representatives of the American oil
combine under the anti-trust act..
Three Shot in Street Duel.
Leavenworth, Ras., Dec. 3.—In a
street due with pistols between two
negroes hre James Sanders. a coal
miner, was fatally wounded and Rich-
ards Nichols. a negro dewily sheriff.
and Thomas Gray, alsrssi negro, seer
dangerously 'hurt. Nichols and. San-
ders quarreled over a card gam.
•
Subscribe for the
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THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS H ONEST
PAWNBROKER
DOING BUSINESS IN THE CITY. MONEY LOANED ON
ALL VALUABLES.
I. COHEN
log SOUTH SECOND.
Frew
Exhibition
OF FINE PICTURES AND
PICTURE rIOULDING"
WE WILL TAKE PLEASURE IN SHOWING YOU EVERYTHINIO
IN STOCK. WE ARE HEADQUARTES FOR NEARLY EVNRY
FOR NEARLY EVERY GRADE AND STYLE OF PICTURE
MOULDING MANUFACTURED. AND OUR PATTERNS AIR Min
THE ONES THAT BELONG TO BARGAIN SALES ALTHOUGH WI
ARE MAKING BARGAIN PRICES ON THEM. OUR ASSORT-
MENT OF PICTURE MOULDING IS SO EXTENSIVE THAT
YOU WILL NOT BE CONFINED TO A FEW PATTERNS FROM
WHICH TO SELECT. THE DESIGNS ARE EXCLUSIVE, AND
THE COLORINGS HARMONIZE PERFECTLY. WE WILL TAKE
PLEASURE IN TELLING YOU WHICH SHADE OF MOULDING
WILL HARMONIZE BEST WITH YOUR PICTURES
JUST RECEIVED, NEW AND ORIGINAL PICTURES IN
PASTELS. WATER COLORS AND BURNT ETCHINGS. BE FIRST
TO MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS, AS THERE IS ONLY ONE OF A
KIND.
THE PRICES OF OUR PICTURE MOULDINGS, FOR
FRAMES. ANY STYLE AND COLOR RANGE FROM 5 CENTS PEP
FOOT UP TO 75 CENTS PER FOOT. PICTURES FOR 25 CEN1K
so CENTS 75 CENTS Siam Silo AND UP.
316 BROADWAY
Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident,3Li1edLiability, SteamnBoller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 360. Residence Phone 724
Healthy Bath Rooms
IV •11 ,n,...•11",' •
1.1 r E. D.
Both Phones
Good plumbing means
good health and this com-
bined with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. 111Mmadime Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us shots you samples of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
"' 
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.
HANNAN.
201 131 St. 4th.
Paducah Steam
Dye Works
We have enlarged our business rind
aredcrepared to turn out more and
bet'ten grade work. Cleaning, Dying
aneRepairing. F4.
K. C. Rose, Prop.
339 South Third St
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN
aka, Ill.---fnternational lave
Stock Etsposition. Dates of sale Nov.
nth, December zst, and, 3rd sad 4th,
rood. Return limit December tot's
Register, ; 1,16. Rotaid trip rate P1-9111
rs-"•• —sees
DR. CEO. MASGAN
a.
VETERINARY SURGEON AND
DENTIST.
Will trat scintifically with the lat-
est improved intsruments and up to
date treatment all diseases of domes-
icated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY AT-
TENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
°flies Thompson Transfer Ce., Both
'ptones 357.
Residence Phone 2935.
C. MANNING SEARS, M.D.
(Office 1707 mews St.
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'WU ,D1D YOU BUirR PIANO?
He and His Rrother Have a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN. TUNER.
•
Handsome SillverwareTO ADORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTERNS AND DESIGNSIN SERVING SPOONS. FORKS. POONE FISH KNIVES, DISH-ES, ETC.
WEDDING GIFTS
(OF SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLEASE. YOU'LL
' NO MISTAKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF OURVAND BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE.OUR GOODS ARE NEW-UP TO DATE-SOMETHINGAT WILL PLEASE-BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GET
so ICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
.•L. WANNER, 'wELOV-ricRIAN
s
uy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS;
hite Ambulance for sick rand iLtured only
Mee and residence 213 South 3rd Street'
ona" New 334. Old 699 Open Day and Night
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NUBLACK "
Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Bvinly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading..
They Always Get The eame.
t For Salo Evorvwhere.
cribe For The Register
WORK OP (nem
IST. TACOMA TOE FIELDS NADI
TO FURNISH LIGHT.
Rave Become the Source of Eleetrieal
Power That Is Furnished to
Cities a Hundred Hiles
Away.
-•
tncirag the great mountain peaks OS
d coast, that of Taooma ia
known, owing not only to
•to'the Immense ice-cap
t, formed by the num-
"Which exist there.
IOW mountain, says
Ordiid, but a beautiful
mountain, since the ice formation
glittering in the sunlight makes it via.
ible for a distance ranging from SO
to 80 miles on a clear day, so that it
can be ristinctly seen in the cities of
Seattle and Tacoma.
While the peak is sometimes termed
Mt. Rainier, Tacoma, the title which
the Indians gave it, is a far more ap-
propriate name for this peak, lints
-Tacoma" In a sense means nourish-
ment. The Acids of ice and snow ex-
teni:ng for miles upon its slopes fora
the source of several important rivers,
whIch not only nourish • wide area of
farming country, but have recently
formed a moat Important source od
power for the cities named, as well as
for smaller towns In this section of
Washington. In fact, from the glacial
streams of Tacoma is already generat-
ed a very Wes quaatity of eleetrie
power, which is being utilized not only
for power but for heating and lighting
as well. To give an idea of the diversi-
ty of uses for the current, it may be
staled that It operates the electrie
railway systems in the cities of Seattle
and Tacoma, aggregatingg 163 miles of
troesy line, la addition to cable rail-
ways situated in the hilly portions of
theme cities. Besides this service, bow-
ever, current Is furnished for one of
the most notable interurban electris
railwajs La the Paled States, that ex-
tending between Seattle and Tacoma.
where power Is secured from the third
reit In connection with the multiple-
unit system. That line la employed
Out only for passenger service but for
transporting trcieht and express Ina-
tette, and teaks among the moat com-
pletely equipped electric systems is
tie world. The borse power required
for a number of the leagest Industries
In the city of Tacoma. Including the
shosa of the Northern Pacific railway
and the water wor..s pumping plant. Is
also obtained tram this source; while
**************************
SOME MODIST
MANIFESTATION. ."
**************************
Blazic Chantilly laces are making
an especial niche for themselves in
thc later mot!es. All the 7.1y from a
four-inch frill to a 45-inch flounce,
the clever dressmaker who keeps
abreast of all the novelties of fashion
is employing Mack Chantillys for
gowns of dressy purpose.
To one aca.stomed to wilite tIN‘l
laces for their own intrinsic beauty,
it seems somewhat startling to find
the exquisite Chantillys and Spanish
laces ruthlessly turned over to the
dyer to be tit):•.:(; after ste.--e one o7
another of the modish tints of the
moment. But such is their fat" when
tbey are chosen for wear by the
youlger ,SZetion of soci •ty. Not that
thei do net show up well .in scat
treatment, fur they most assuredly do.
One of our younger actresses wears
a gown in a current piece that bolas
the boards at one of New York's
martest theaters. The on .oierree
to was made in Loudon by a couturi-
ere who dresses several of .the titled
beauties of the British Isles. A tine
Chantilly is dyed to a soft shade of
pink, is packed with pink chiffon,
posed over a changeable pink and
yellow pcau ile cygne, with the yellow
a stronger factor in the coloring than
the pink, and the whole wrought over
with a Greek key design in nacre pail-
lettes in which pink opalescent col-
orings predominate.
Strongly suggestive of capes are
some of the new wraps that proudly
bear Parisian labels, canspicuously
displayed. In a very smart model
there is a tablier or chasuble effect
that hangs in full and straight lines
from the shoulders back and front,
cut off to display the curve of the
shoulder point where the arm joats
The space over the arm •s filled with
cape piece, a sling strap through
which the arm is thrust serving to
held this in place. One sees this de-
sign carried out in furs of the richest
description, in silks and velvets Inc-
lined, an/terra in cloth with a quilted
satin liniag to add to its warmth for
cold weather
Plaid ribbons arc in highest favor
for all sorts of dainty little accessor-
ies for both the home and street toi-
let. but more especially for the former.
In addition to the brilliant plaided
ecUture there are some smart bretelle
effects ehown. and select ribbon i,
oftentimes called upon to soften the
tone of the brilliant plain colorings
to excellent results. Some sort ofilintiosiation for streets Lad buildings:, a little sleeve cap or (-pa:Ilene isIn tote Seattle and Tacoma. depends tonally concomitant ni these daintyInlaa It to a considerabilo estenL The little effects, this adding et the bread,demand for power is Increasing so though droaping, hoes that is the cor-rapidly that within a few years Mount 'sot one for tat shorilderTacoraa 'will be supplying fully S0,000- 1:21^ r7-7-1-s- esio•moissm
bone power to the cities mentioned. Quaint-loeking little molt caps arc'
While, as already stated, the gluier, offered in reit mulls. motasselines and
and snow fields of Mount Tacoma ars real laces for ntort ing scar at flume
by matrania the younger se:. When
such were in %Vow son* twenty years
Or so 3g0, iliere or less, thee weirs
known as breakfast cape and were
;title sthe Puyallup. which originates in two fashionable for yams/ folks a-
of the principal glaciers. Owing to the for their grandmother?, for whom
distance of the stream from its source they were originally intended.
to the generating station, a bead of
water Is secured whIch is enormous,
considering the volume of water util-
ised. Consequently the Installatio* ii
machinery ter generating current, and
tbe system for distributing It, premise
unusually ..teresttng features. The
plan adopted was to divert the river
from its natural bed, carrying the wa-
ter by means of a flume ten miles to •
reservoir located on a high plateau.
and aurae, discharging by means of
steel pipes against- wheels in the power
boast, under a base of $2 feet, the f011ple 01 hours- beyoret
hat they are wondrously beeuming.water wheels so driven being Creel- -
those soft and fluffy marabouts. thereaonaected to 'electric cenerators, and
the is no denying, and since they are notalat.L.ric power so produced being
transmitted at a pressure n,o 66.000 among the extremely expensive items
of the wardnobe—titcy do not beginvolts, 41 miles to Seaole and 22 miles
; to cost what good furs do--one canto Tacoma.
afford to have more than one pieceAil water rights. and the ne-essary 'at the time and ready (or any wear.land abutting on the rlser, from the
Lb. source of sevsral important rivers
traversaig the western poroon of
Washington. the stream which sea&
ratea the electric current at present ts
pola: of diversion to point of retura.
wera secured, as well as all land neces-
sary for flume and other strurtures,
and actual v:ork of development was
commenced March 1,
Title of Prime 3f:ulster.
The title o prime mfaister was ms•
keoen till tee tottineing or the ease.
teeath century. and 'be gentlemen who
drst tilled the visitant aril were so
called objected to the title, which was
regarded as a sinister impertatioa
from France, and as conveying the
aseaning of grand vizier. sonsenaIng
iesp0ile and unconstitutional.
had nobody in his council who
:ould be said to correspond to our
prime minister, nor had Qt.een Ann*.
Dean Swift was the grit writer to use
the term, which he applied to Ilsriey,
wbe, however, had no power to appoint
his own colleagues. The true forerun-
ner of the modern race of Balfoers and
C. B's was Walpole.
What, Indeed!,
Manager—Your play Is too tams
The last act ought to end with a snap.
_Playwright—Doesn't the hero marry
the heiress!' Say, what do y'ou call a
alaia rathow? — Chaska*
I Pastel colorings still hold the for:
where froeks of formal intent are con-
cerned. Especially is this so whenI one comes to consider the tailor-made.
• The palest of pale blues, soft saffron
shades of yellow, a tender willow or
almond green and a bluish pink com-
prise the season's favorites in these,
and broadcloth is far and away the
first choice. Velvet moire and hand-
some braids that match exactly are
the favored trimming. and where a
touch of fur is introduces!, as it so
often will bc this year, a scrap or two
of real lace is expected to accompany
it. The combination of fur and lace
in the trimming scheme is one that
is always well liked, since it cives en
air of luxurious extravagance at a
effinparPtiVe mall cost--one always
has such little scraps in the catch-
all bag, if one is given to saving
such things—that cart be pulled out
and made to clnitnty time and again.
and always with delightful results.
)
-Marabout mad" is the way that
one fashionable milliner deecribes her
entire clientele this season. Mara-
bout plumes, knots. pompons and tur-
ban borders for the hats, and mara-
bout cravats, scarfs, stoles and boas.
as well as nuiffs of many shapes and
sites, to be worn with seers oak: of
frock from the tailor-made sif ale
morning right on up to the &rd.:etc
dancing frock of the Cinderella or
the full-erosen-up dance that either
lasts until the stroke of midnight in'
••••••••••••••
Crossed and interlaced strappings
are eanolle of development after so
many different ideas that it is no %%elu-
de+ that dresonaker and tailor alike
rely mien theen for some of their
hest effects. Straps carried over the
shoolders bretelle fashion, crossed
the chet.nd dropped down into the
frIr-s-f .Tarrotaat the leafs
aroaree-Seetiatieessae
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROADjIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30, 1906.
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eree p.m. 11:20 a.m.
2:27 a.m. 2:35 p.111.
3'40 am. 4:15 Palle
3:45 a.m. 4:20 p.m.
4:50
 a.m. 6:oo p.m
5:51 a.m.
6:oi a.m. 
 •.
7:15 a.m.
a.m
8.:15 p.m.
NORTH BOUND No. 102 No. to4 No. 122Leave New Orleans 
 730 p.m sets S.M. 
 ..Leave Memphis . .. 6:43 a.m 8:50 p.m. 
.Lease Jackson, T. 
 8:07 a.m 10:I0 p.m. 
 .Leave Rives 
-: 
 
11 :58 p.m. 
.Leave Fulton 
 10:15 a.m. 12:35 a.m. 6:oo a.m.Arrive Padiscah 
 !Ir.= a.m. 1:43 a.m. 7:40 a-03-Leave Paducah 
 It a.m. 1:48 a.m. 7:50 SUMArrive Primeval' - 
 12:39 p.m. 3:03 a.m. g:ap a.m.Arrive Hopkinsville 
 6:x5 p.m 5:20 a.m. „. Arrive Nashville 
 9:25 p.m 8:lo a.m.
Arrive Evansville 
 3:43 pan. 9:45 a.m. 
 Arnie Nortonville 
. 1:28 p.m. 3;51 a.m. 11:35 a.m.Assive Central Oty 
 2:05 p.m. 4:30 soul.. 11:30 a. m.Active Horae Busch 
.. 3:06 p.m. 5:18 a.m. za:33 p.m.Arrive Owensboro 
 '4:55 P.m. Ilmo a.m. °4:53 p.m.Artive Louisville 
 5:35 P.m. 7:30 a.m, 4:55 PowArrive Cincinnati . . 9:15 p.m. 1200 noo• 
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND
Leave Padocah 
Arrive Carbondale 
Arrive Chicago 
Arrive St. Louis
No. 306 No. 374
12:40 p.m. 4:20 p.m.
4:25 p.m. 84o p.m.
6:30 a.rn. 6aso a.m,,
 fajo p.m. 7:20
SOUTH BOUND NG* SUS So. L'sLeave St. I: aids 
....mow 1r-3 aza. 1121D p.m. ,Leave Lancago 
- roe %Mt. WAS palli.Leave Caboodale 
 ttreo a.m. 7:05 a.m.
Arrive Paducah 
 3:35 p.m. II= a.m.
C OA! -11f- -1--A—SHVILLE LINE.
NORT BOUND
Leave Nashville 
Leave Hopkiusvi_le 
Leave Princeton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Cairo 
Arrve St. Louis 
Arrive Chicago 
rot-Sot 135-835
8:to a.m.
11:20 a.m. 6:40 a.m
3:3.5 p.m. 7:45 a.m.
4:15 pm. 9:25 a.m.
6::s p.m. 9e30 a.m,
7:45 p.m. 11:10 a.m,
7:30 amt. 4:30 p.111
6:30 a.m. 9:30 elle
F.OU'rli BOUND 22-822 136436
Leave Chicago 
 
 6:ao p.m. 9:44) a.m.
Lear. St.beeis 
 p:40 ziso p.m.
Leave Cairo 
 6:0o a.m 5:55 p.m. ArrivePaducah 
 
 7:45 san 7.40 PamLeave Palatal 
 7:50 a.m. 3:10 p.m.
Arrive Princeton a.m 4:45 pan.Arrive Hopkinsville 
 6:to p.m.
Arrive Nashville. 
 925 ens
Train; marked (*) run daily except Sunday. Ail other train. rundaily. Trains to3 and toy carry through sleepers be'ween Cincinnat"Memphis and New Orleans; trains 101 and ion sleepers between Loma-sapesese. vir,t New ooveteess Trains Sim a”.4 277 ,Iper.o.4
Padscah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with akar,
„Weeper. For farther information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN. agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. W. RR3, Tidttt Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HAMMY, D. P. A., Lolisville. Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. 'P. 'A.. Meinphls. Tess.
S. G. HAAX:H, G. P. A., Meese, X11.
W. H. BRILL. D. P. 'A.. It- Lek. alls
of Parisian makers, and the 4.11111e ef-
fect is carried out in several different
say; on the skirts.
Fleece lined long bloves are already
on the counterc. to meet the demands
of cold weather for a warm arm cov-
ering, where the short-firs:veil jacket
is worn. They are to be had in all
of the staple coloringe. and in Ito and
24.-1/040n lengths.: Black; • gray' stet
English tan kid are shown,_ and .he
style is said to come in white like-
wise, although the saleswomen de-
clare that they have not had a call for
a fleace-lined white kid or chevrette
glove as yet.
The smart winter shoe is laced, and
of the blucher variety The vamp
IS co cleverly cut that it seems to
make the foot both sAort and slender,
the cloth top has a strap that passes
tinder the instep !o give the impres-
SN'll of a gaiter. and the tops are of
the 15-button variety. vet:noting for
a couple of inches higher up the calf
of the leg than does the usual shoe.
A more flatterina model for sh, a$---
age sized loot has not seen shown lit.
Br cure kid slippers, with stockin4s
in silk or in the sheerest lisle—that
is just as costly. by the way—that
match to a marvel are being offered
for wear with any. kric: every shade
Of evening gown. For the girl whose
dress allowance is not a very elastic
one those smart slippers offer a way
to .economy that will tionbtless be
taken wide advantage of. .
The Parisian skirt of recent impor-
tation is a striking contrast to what
the tailors over here are turning out.
Here everything pleated; whether it
lie side, knife, box or knee *ark. one
can hardly stet away from the pleated
design. The Parisian' model is of
circular, cut and displays from 
-band
to them a succession of vollants en-
aortic that nafrow at the top, 'deepen
4:55 lara-
6:to p.m.
6:15 p.m.
7:20 p.m.
8:06 p.m.
8:13 p.m.
zoo p.m.
io:35 a.m.
as they approach the foot. The Pare
sienpe has ever displayed a penchaet
for the shaped flouncetat this recert
exploitation of the liking i- Helmet
run riot. The infidel is in a pa' •
mustard yellow broadcloth, and tile
bounces—they really seem more like
tucks or folds—ere made with a rays -
edge if the cloth and a single oi silk
machine ...stitching. They • overlap
eligittly. so , 'that omeadoesenot .see
where they are sewn on. The effect
is really a good one, and M it at all
so trying or foreshortening to the fig-
ure as, one might imagine at first-
thought. No doubt we shall see tluen
speedily adopted over here.
MAY OUST PULLMAN CO.
Texas Commission Holds It Has No-
Right to Do a Local Business.
Austin. Tex.. Dec. •opin-
ion given to the railroadscommissiim
the attorney general 'of Texas hen!:
that a foreign corporation chartered
tinder the laws of another state, and
which has not been issued a permit
to do business in TeXa. has no legal
right to collect fares, charges or tag
within this state, except for interstate'
traffic. The Pullman company ha-
never been granted a permit. to do
liminess in Texas by the secretary of -
state, and the railroad commission
holds that under the attorney general's
interpretation of the law the com-
pany cannot t1 a local business •iit
this state.
MONKEY IS NAMED CARUSO
Peoria Park Board Christens New-
Born Anartal in Honor of Tenor.
Peens. Li., Dec. monkey
sva.: born ill tile park -zoo- today
and the city park board christened-
the animal Caruso, in commemora-
tion 'of the recent experience of the
grand epera star in the monkey house
of Central park; New Yetk_
,
5.
_ 
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YOU CAN FIND
KARGON
COMPOUND
AND
VIRGIN
OIL
PINE
AT
M'PHERSON'S
DRUG STORE
FOURTH &BROADWAY
RIVER NEWS
•••..1=••.•
River Stages.
Cairo. 29.7, falling.
Chattanooga, 5.7, falling.
EYansville, 2o.o, falling.
Florence, 4.5, falling.
Johnsonville, 9.3, falling.
'Louisville, 6.1, falling.
lMt. Carmel, 5.4, falling,
• Nashs ilk, too, falling.
'Pittsburg, 3.8, rising.
Davis Wand Dam—Missing.
St. Louis , 9.9, rising.
Mt Vernon, ao.3, falling.
Paducah, 23.0, falling.
'Carthage, 4.0, falling.
1
...m••••••••
Captain James Koger leaves today
for Washington, D. C.. to attend the
ar eeting of the National River and
Harbors Improvement Association, he
being selected a delegate for the Ten-
nessee River Improvement Association
which Veld its annual gathering sev-
eral weeks ago. Captain Koger leaves
over the N., C. & St. L. by way of
Nashville., and will be gone about 
tedisEpARATIoN oF
days. vs,
The Sprague and Pacitie nth
passed down Sunday, en route from
Pittsburg to the lower Mississipp
i
river with big tows of coal.
SMALL TACK POSSESSION IN
CAUSED DEATH BO1H CASES
MRS. THOMAS BOYD POISONED MRS. ANN RAPER
 WANTS POS-
FROM THE SMALL METAL SESSION OF GRANDDAUGH.-
PARTICLE. TER, STELLA JOHNSON.
Mrs. John Tfillie Died of Consumption
At Their Home Near Round Knob,
Miss Houston Died.
Miss Lena Hemp:Urger. the Li-allied
1:urse, returned Sunday from Eddy-
We where she had been the past
week nursing Mrs. Thomas Boyd, who
died Friday and was buried the fol-
lowing day.
Mrs. Boyd suallowed a tack some-
time list July and this produced a
slow poisoning which gradually grew
worse and finally carried her away,
physicians being unable to counteract
its effect. She was twenty-five years
of age and left three small children to
mourn her loss. She was a cousin of
'Mrs. George Warfield of North Fifth
street, this city,.
Died of Consumption.
After a years's illness with con-
aurtiption. Mrs. John Hillie, died of
cousuniption Sunday. at 'her home
wear Round Knob, Ill., a short dis-
tance beyond Itrookport, opposite
here. She will be buried today at that
place. The deceased was a most
estimable Christian lady who had
many friends in Paducah, where re-
aides her sister-in-law, Mrs. Aaron
Hurley, wife of the policeman. Her
two sons are learherworkers employed
here at Miebeal's they bang Messrs.
Gilbert and Edward Hillie. •
Former Paducah Girl Died.
Word front Hazen, Ark., is that
Miss Lillie Houston, died and was
buried at that city last week. She is
a sister of Mrs. Emmett Holt, who
went to her bedside several days ago.
The young lady died of typhoid fever.
She formerly lived with Mrs. Holt at
1339 Trimble street.
The steamer Chattanooga did not
get away until yesterday on her initial
trip in the Tennessee rivir trade 
he
twcen this city andi 
Chattanoog:,
Tenn.
With a tow of empty barges. the
Henrietta left yesterday for the Cum-
. berland river after tis • •
'‘*1 The towboat Nhonie Bauer left 
yes-
terday for Memphis with a derrek
and barges.
The Charles Tursficii' went la Ma
Tennessee river yesterday'.'
Th Margaret is up the Cumberland
river gathering a tow of railroad tie
s
she will bring out.
'The steamer Clyde will' not 1e pall-
ed on* on the marine ways for abou
t
ten days yet. for her general repair=
She cannot be taten,.ftet until the
Electra is finished. The city of Mem-
phis will leave tomorrow afternoon
at 5 o'clock for the TeAness.ce river,
In run° in place of the Clyde. until
work on, the latter•is completed.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and comes back tomorrow.
Today the John S. Hopkins comes
in frottxXvanseille and pulls out im-
mediately on her return that way.
This morning at It o'clock the Dick
'Fowler 'departs.gor.Caird and comes
back tonight)/
The GeorgitArals.gels To ITeittOic
today and leave, there tomorrow on
iher return this way for Cincinnati.
The City. of Saltilln passed here
• Sunday en route to the Tennessee;
river from St. Louis.
The Buttorff left yesterday for
Clarksville and, coming hack tomor-
row. gets,cnttat once for Nashville.
MMI*1
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OUR
PURE GUM
SEAMLESS
HOT WATER BOTTLES
AND
FOUNTAIN SYRINGES
ARE GUARANTEED TO
STAND THE TEST OF
TIME. THEY ARE SOFT
AND PLIABLE AND
STRONG AND HAVE NO
SEAMS TO COMB UN-
GLUED QUALITY AND
DURABILITY C 0 NSI D-
ERED. OUR RUBBER
GOODS ARE THE CHEAP.
EST IN TOWN. WE HAVE
THE BIGGEST LINE.
R. W. W ILBER CO.
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and 7-roadway.
Both Phones 173.
•
Jcseph Reber Wants Possession of
His Building That Is Occupied by
Mae Turley.
Attorney Mike Oliver today expects
to receive word from the officers at
White Plains, Ky., as to whether ser-
vice ha:, been gotten on J. R. Johnson,
the telegraph operator who is accused
of kidnaping his daughter here in
Paducah last Wednesday and carrying
her back to his home as White Plains,
where the papers in the case were
sent to the sheriff to be brought here.
Judge Reed will take the urit of
habeas corpns proceeding up for trial
in the circuit court here.
Johnson got his little girl Stella to
leave the Mechanicsburg scamol build-
ing, and go to White Plans with him.
The father some years aga put the
child, together with her sister. in the
bends of their grandmother .Mrs. Ann
Raper of sAshbrook avenue, to be
reared. Mrs. Raper filed the writ of
habeas corpus to get back the little
one taken away.
Wants the House.
Joe Reber has filed suit in the court
of Magistrate Charles Emery. seeking
to recover possession of a house be-
oinging to hith, and Occupied by Mae
Turley. The residence is on Meyers
street, in Mechanicsburg. and the
owner wants 'he woman to vacate,
while she will not do so, on the
ground that Reber contracted to sell
the property tnianother man, and that
she boughs the contract from the third
party. in order she could make the
purchase herself. It is a serbal con-
tract, and after hearing evidenc on Hie
case. Mr. Emery continued it over so
he could look up some authorities,
before making a decision.
DISTINGUISHED
THE SALOONS VISITOR HERE
NEW LAW PROVIDES THAT NO
CONNECTING DOORS
SHALL EXIST.
Where Liquor Is Sold in Grocery or
Other Place. No Openings Must
Exist Between the Rooms.
'A' law that looks 40 sejaarating
saloons from other classes of business
conducted in the same building, was
brought up before the council last
evening, but referred to the city so-
licitor for some revision, and to be
brought in before the aldermen Thurs-
day night for initial adoption.
- 
present in many buildings over
the city. a retail grocery or some
other character of business is carried
on in one part of the structure, while
in adjoining rooms are saloons where
all ikinds of intoxicants are disposed
of. The city authorities arc anxious
to have these separated, and the or-
dinancs provides that if anybods: sells
liquors in a room connected by door
or other opening to another quarter
.in which any other class of business is
curried on, the proprietors shall be
tined between $to and $too for each
day they permit the doors or open-
ings to connect the saloon with the
other business part of the house.
This new law does not apply to
hotels that have saloons inside them.
The city authorities are of the opin-
ion that existence of saloons in one
room of a building, has a bad effect.
should children, ladies or others, have
occasion to enter the other part of the
structure for groceries, or articles
appropriate to whatever stock is car-
ried in there. The legislative boards
will finally enact this ordinance into
a binding law by the end of this year,
so it will prevail when Joel rolls in,
a.nd everybody has to renew their
saloon- and other licenses.
It is probable that in reviSing the
ardinance. preparatory for adoption.
Ihe city solicitor will incorporate a
provision giving ample time for the
titeding owners to arrange for dis-
placement of the connecting doors.
with solid walls!.
AtTOS TO REPLACE HORSES
William G. Rockefeller Decides to
Dispose of Blooded Animals.
New VorlE, Dec. 3.—WiTliam rt.
Kockefeller has decided to sell his
blooded horses and So replace them
•,ith automobiles.
Nine Hunters Are Killed.
Tittsburg. Pa., DeJs 3.—The hunt-
ing season in Western Pennsylvania
• cicaed today. Nine hunters were kill-
ed, one of them by bear; one was
crazed, another is missing and six
*ere o injured., impuchiLa
GUEST OF HON. HAL S. COR-
BETT WHILE IN THE
CITY.
Mr. Smith Was Chief Executive of
Montana When Great Clarke Battle
Was on For U. S. Senatorship.
Ex-Goy. Robert of Von.
tana. is now in the city, the guest of
Hon. Hal S. Corbett. the well known
attorney. The former governor is en-
route to his old home in Mayfield to
visit relative..
Gov. Smith %alas reared itT Graves
county, being the son of the late D.
C. Smith. When a young man he
went to Montana, took an active part
in politics and gradually arose until
finally honored with the )chest state
office gift of the people. that of gov-
ernor. where he made quite a record
for himslf. He is only about forty-
five years of age at present. but look,.
many years ypunger. and is still a
very strong factor in that Western
state.
Governor Snag Ir SrotSer-in-IaW
of Hon. Samuel tT. 'Crossland the lat-
ter. of Mayfiekl. who is the guest of
Mr. Corbet4 also. .
The ilistinguished visitor was that
state's cheif executive during the
great battle of several years ago of
Millionaire Clarke for the United
States senatorship. One day the gov-
ernor was inveigled out of the state
on some matters and while he was
gone the lieutenant governor arranged
things so that Clark went back to the
senate. Governor Smith was opposed
to Clarke.
Fie goes on to Mayfield today to
spend a while visiting,
Those desiring photos for the holi-
days should come in at once.
RILEY & COOK STUDIO.
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Mr. D. J. Mullaney of the N., C.
& St. L. pity office, is in Cincinnati
on business.
Mk. B. Wheeler 'has returned from
visiting in the East.
Colonel Mike Griffin returned yes-
terday to hIlurray after spending Sun-
day with his jamily.
Mr. R. C. Barrack of Louisville, is
visiting his brother, Mr. Val Barrick.
Mrs. -Victor Adami of Coltervil e,
III., has returned home after visiti
her daughter Mrs. Charles Brown,
Mr. Leslie Samuels of Bardstown.
Ky., arrived Sunday to join hit wife,
who has been visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. R. G. Terrell. The two
former go home today.
Miss Virginia Newell spent Sunday
visiting her sister, Mrs. Richard Dun-
lap of Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Joseph I. Smith of New Or-
leans is in the city visiting his
brother, Mr. James P. Smith, the
wholesale grocer.
Miss Lena H'enneberger. the trained
nurse, returned Sunday from Eddy-
ville where she has been nursing a
patient.
Miss Blanche Mooney returned
Sunday from Mayfield where she
visited Mks. Ben Bowden.
Mesdames Edward Rush and Clem
Morris of Fulton, have returned home
after visiting Mr. John Craig Morris
of thc I. C. hospital.
Dr. C. G. Warsier and wife have rt-
turned from visiting in Texas.
Mr. Isadore Klein goes South to-
day on a drumming trip.
Mrs. R. Davis of Salem. ry. -
here to spend the winter with her
daughter. ,Mrs. Guy Dunning of Mon-
roe street.
Miss Georgia Iseman has returned
from visiting her sister, Mrs. George
R. Helsley of Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. W. Y. Yaodell has gone to
Clarksville. Tenn.. to join her hus-
band and spend several weeks.
Mrs. Erekial Gordon of Soutfis Fiftis
street, will leave for Pittsburg next
Monday to visit her parents until
after Christmas, when she will return
to settle up the business affairs 0
her late husband. Captain Gordon.
Mr. Frank Fcrriman went South
yesterday on a drumming trip.
Mr. Samuel Litingston and wife Oi
Mninphia, Tenn., arc visiting Mr. sad
Mrs. Abe Livingston of West Broad
way.
Mrs. Bessie Brown is visiting Tiet
iroift Princeton.
POPULAR WANTS. SPECIAL
• • • • • • • • :
FOR., SdLE—Account owner leav-
ing toin—One buffet, $15; one ward-
robe, $8; two rugs, gotta, $t5 each;
matting and linoleum, 403 South
-.I.Wth street, ,porch entrance.
FOR RENT—Two furnished rooms
downstairs. Ring 2255 old 'phone. '
FOR RENT: Suite of roma. Bos-
Ora flats. Apply to L. S. DuBois. .
FOR RENT: Eight room house.
West End. All modern iwproveinents
Apply to L S. DuBois.
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sev-
enth and Broadway. Apply to B. IL
SCOTT.
FOR engraved cards, give your
:hristmas order to Paducah Priding
ad Book-Binding Co. Phone ow.
--
Expert Accountant.
WEll post, examine, systematize an'
audit books by the day, week, or VW
job, Terms Reasonable.
JOHN D. SMIPII, Jr., 118 Fratern
it; building
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
opes of at and 3s; citizens of Dotted
%pee, of good character an Mow
wits babits, who can *peak, read nod
teldlio Blueish. For information. up.
PI, to Recruiting Officer, New
emceed House, Psdeteak.y.
The reaJ awelI xmas present It
the kttle minature platinum pictur
the latest production in the photo'
world.
Spezia' prices for the next
weeks.
RILEY ai COOK'S STUDIO.
CLEARLY, WITHIN
THEIR tZIGHTS
Statement Alleged to Have Been,
Made to School Directors By
Mr. Metcalf.
San Francisco,, Cal, Dec. 3.—The
Call aa)s today: School Director S. H.
Oliver stated yesterday that Secretary
Metcalf. before his departure for
Washington, told the school directors
that he believed they were clearly
within their rights in establishing a
separate school for Japanese pupils.
This would tend to correct the im-
pression that Secretary Metcalf had
decided to favor the Japanese in hi,
report to the president. 'The seers
tary's report, it may be assumed, will
conform to his assurances to the
school board.
Attorneys versed in int ernationA 1
!Ay believe that the treaty between
Japan and 4imericsain no way covers
the points at issue, and. the best that
the Urtited States can do for the Is-
land Empire is to institute a test ease
in the federal courts, as has already
been done.
That the matter will be taken to
the supreme court for fmal decision
now is quite sure, and if it is decided
there that the Japanese are not Mon-
golian. the contention that has been I
made to divert,the enforcement of the
law requiring that race to be kept in
schools separately from white chils
dren. it is quite certain that the state
legislature, at its next session, will
pass a new law to keep the Japanese
out of the schools in which Caucisfais
are taught.
In an interview yesterday Director
Walsh expressed 'sentiments similar to
those of Mr. Oliver.
NOM POWERFUL THAN
THE DREADNAUGHT
rortsmoutli. England. Dec. 3.—The
*1, ;totes of another Dreadnaught
wire laid here by Admiral Sir Archi-
bald Douglas, the. conunander- in-chief
at Portsmouth. this morning, The
new battleship wall be larger and
ire powerful than the first Dread-
taught. It is expected that her con-
struction will pnagrass rapidly.
1
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PRIC
1
Solid Gold Watch Elgin
'Movement 415
so Year Gold Filled Case
Elgin movement
Genuine Rogers Tea Spoons
75c Set.
Genuine Rogers' Knives and
Forks $3.29 a set,
Get our prices on solid gold
Lockets.
Solid Gold Rings—Our Stock
Is Complete.
Be Beat.
475
Our Prices Catt'k,
J. A. KONETZKA,
' Jeweler and Optician.
EYE-SEE JEWELRY
OPTICAL CO. "-
315 Broadway
Guthrie's Old Stand
1110.001011 the place.
The newest and nobbiest thing
photos, the little platinum mit:tattle
RILEY & COOK STUDIO.
Fear Generations Present.
Virginia. ill. Dec.
Stevenson, prominent in Cass
affairs siuce ilia% today. c
his ninety-third birthday. 'our '
1.crations of Old family mere
tat.
Holiday Prooarations
IT IS NONE TO EARLY TO DECIDE ON WHAT TO
GIVE CHRISTMAS TO THE VARIOUS MEMBERS OF YOUR
AMILY AND YOUR FRIENDS.
'THE VARIETY IS GREATER NOW THAN WHEN TR1
CIIIRSTMAS RUSH IS ON. UNDOUBTEDLY THZ rARG.
EST STOCK IN PADUCAH TO SELECT FROM ASA I
Nagel'(, Me-yer
JEWELERS 
FOR so YEARS. :11
Getting Ready !
for
Christmas
We hat part of our Christmas Books on display now. .
our Dolls out the first week in December. Will put out our N
ties add finer goods as soon as possible. t UNILI
AT
D. E. Wilson
Vs Book (lb Music Man
UKS DEPARTMENT STOLZ
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PH0Nk 2541
GENUINE.
TRADE WATER COAL PITTSBURG-
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATES t 113
Officevand Elricater 2nd & Ohio
••••311111
1.
V
4
•
1"1111111.011001MillowlymPiimmow
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